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RESUMEN DE LA TESIS 

 

La siguiente tesis está enfocada al desarrollo y uso avanzado de metodologías 

fotogramétrica sin dianas en aplicaciones industriales. La fotogrametría es una técnica 

de medición óptica 3D que engloba múltiples configuraciones y aproximaciones. En este 

estudio se han desarrollado procedimientos de medición, modelos y estrategias de 

procesamiento de imagen que van más allá que la fotogrametría convencional y buscan 

el emplear soluciones de otros campos de la visión artificial en aplicaciones industriales. 

Mientras que la fotogrametría industrial requiere emplear dianas artificiales para definir 

los puntos o elementos de interés, esta tesis contempla la reducción e incluso la 

eliminación de las dianas tanto pasivas como activas como alternativas prácticas. La 

mayoría de los sistemas de medida utilizan las dianas tanto para definir los puntos de 

control, relacionar las distintas perspectivas, obtener precisión, así como para 

automatizar las medidas. Aunque en muchas situaciones el empleo de dianas no sea 

restrictivo existen aplicaciones donde su empleo condiciona y restringe 

considerablemente los procedimientos de medida empleados en la inspección. Un claro 

ejemplo es la verificación y control de calidad de piezas seriadas, o la medición y 

seguimiento de elementos prismáticos relacionados con un sistema de referencia 

determinado. Es en este punto donde la fotogrametría sin dianas puede combinarse o 

complementarse con soluciones tradicionales para tratar de mejorar las prestaciones 

actuales. 

Por ejemplo, cuando se lleva a cabo la inspección o control de calidad de piezas 

mecanizadas que presentan una estructura repetitiva de primitivas geométricas. En 

estas piezas se requiere medir el posicionamiento 3D de múltiples elementos 

geométricos tales como agujeros y para ello es necesario colocar en cada agujero una 

diana con su correspondiente soporte. Estos soportes permiten autocentrar las dianas 

con los agujeros a caracterizar. Este requisito repercute no solo en el tiempo de 

preparación de la escena, sino en el coste de la solución ya que es necesario disponer 

de tantos adaptadores como numero de agujeros. Además del coste de adquisición, 

estos soportes requieren una calibración previa y en función del tamaño de la pieza su 

colocación es costosa debido una accesibilidad limitada. 
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Otra aplicación industrial donde el uso de dianas es limitante consiste en la medición de 

la pose de piezas con formas complejas o redondeadas. Cuando es necesario medir una 

pieza de esta índole, el empleo de dianas repercute directamente en el procedimiento 

de medida. Debido al cambio entre perspectivas o incluso problemas de oclusiones 

entre perspectivas consecutivas, es necesario colocar un gran número de dianas 

distribuidas sobre la superficie de la pieza. Sin embargo, incluso con esta distribución de 

dianas la precisión de medida se reduce debido al ángulo de triangulación entre 

imágenes. Además, existen casuísticas donde el mesurando no permite colocar dianas 

sobre su superficie debido a la tipología de la aplicación. 

Otro caso habitual en la inspección 3D de piezas consiste en emplear dianas para poder 

relacionar y fusionar los escaneos parciales de la pieza que son necesarios para 

digitalizar toda la superficie de la misma. Al proceso de transformar cada medida parcial 

a un sistema de coordenadas común se le llama registro y se lleva a cabo en base a medir 

la posición 3D de al menos 3 dianas homologas entre medidas consecutivas. Este 

requerimiento limita considerablemente la metodología de medida y además restringe 

la flexibilidad del procedimiento a emplear. Por ello y con el objeto de mejorar la 

precisión, los sistemas de escaneado 3D se combinan con sistemas fotogramétricos más 

precisos que miden una red de puntos de referencia. Estos puntos sirven como 

referencia en cada escaneado parcial ofreciendo mayor flexibilidad y libertad a la 

metodología. Sin embargo, el empleo de dianas es nuevamente necesario y dificulta el 

procedimiento de medida además de prolongar la preparación del mensurando. 

 

Por lo tanto, la motivación de la tesis surge de aplicaciones industriales tales como las 

descritas donde existe margen de mejora de cara a optimizar las soluciones tecnológicas 

empleadas. Estas emplean diferentes procedimientos y sistemas de medida para 

obtener un resultado dimensional, pero presentan limitaciones importantes en cuanto 

a la aplicación e implementación de la fotogrametría en sus diversas configuraciones. 

Aunque se sabe a priori que el empleo directo de puntos característicos de las imágenes 

repercute en la precisión de las soluciones debido a la perdida de precisión en su 

identificación, su uso puede mejorar tanto la rapidez como la flexibilidad de los 

procedimientos de medida manteniendo un alto nivel en la automatización y una 
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precisión acorde a la aplicación. Por lo tanto, esta tesis contempla eliminar las dianas 

artificiales y utilizar la información intrínseca de las imágenes para mejorar las 

soluciones fotogramétricas orientadas a las aplicaciones industriales citadas 

previamente. Para ello, se han desarrollado modelos fotogramétricos específicos y se 

han utilizado algoritmos de procesamiento de imagen avanzados que permitan fusionar 

la fotogrametría y el campo de la visión. 

 

La investigación en cuestión se ha estructurado en 3 casos de estudio que tratan de 

mejorar o al menos conseguir soluciones más polivalentes para distintas problemáticas 

y aplicaciones industriales mencionadas previamente. Además, este estudio comprende 

una tesis tipo por compendio de publicaciones. Es decir, los casos de estudio analizados 

y los resultados obtenidos en cada caso se han publicado en revistas científicas 

relacionadas con la metrología, sensórica y técnicas de medición. 

 

Para tener una mejor visión de las tecnologías existentes, así como del estado del arte 

de la técnica, la memoria contempla una revisión completa tanto de sistemas 

industriales como de los métodos empleados en la fotogrametría convencional. En este 

análisis también se citan las metodologías y algoritmos empleados en cada caso. 

Además, se ha descrito el flujo general de trabajo y se han añadido en cada paso las 

distintas contribuciones desarrolladas para los casos de estudio. El objetivo de dicha 

estructura busca simplificar la lectura de la tesis y encajar las distintas contribuciones, 

así como su valor añadido en la metodología general.  

El contenido de la investigación se presenta y divide de la siguiente manera. El Capítulo 

1 es un resumen de la tesis que explica los diferentes capítulos, estructura y su 

contenido. El Capítulo 2 introduce y enfatiza las necesidades de los procesos de 

fabricación industrial y cómo se solucionan en base a aplicar soluciones fotogramétricas 

existentes. De hecho, se añade una breve descripción de los enfoques de investigación 

empleados como alternativa a las metodologías existentes. Además, presenta los 
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objetivos de la investigación y presenta las hipótesis iniciales para abordar estos 

objetivos que servirán de base para el apartado de conclusiones y futuras actividades. 

 

El Capítulo 3 explica y describe el estado del arte de las soluciones fotogramétricas 

industriales revisando las soluciones y enfoques existentes en detalle. Desde soluciones 

offline hasta soluciones integradas en procesos de fabricación, se presenta una 

descripción general y una clasificación de las tecnologías y se sugieren mejoras al 

respecto, que son algunas de las necesidades que tratan de cubrir los desarrollos de esta 

tesis. Como el problema fotogramétrico engloba múltiples conceptos y principios para 

reconstruir la información de objetos 3D, el Capítulo 4 introduce la descripción principal 

de los conceptos generales y los pasos de medición/procesamientos necesarios para 

reconstruir la información 3D a partir de datos de imágenes 2D. De hecho, el flujo de 

trabajo presentado es común para las estrategias de medición basadas tanto en dianas, 

así como en el sin marcadores. El objetivo de este apartado no es ofrecer una 

descripción detallada de cada término y método, sino una descripción general de los 

problemas y una breve descripción de los aspectos principales acompañados de 

referencias bibliográficas precisas. Después de presentar el estado del arte y los 

principales métodos fotogramétricos aplicados en soluciones industriales comunes, el 

Capítulo 5 presenta los casos de estudio desarrollados y evaluados mediante la 

referencia a los artículos científicos publicados. Se describen tres casos de estudio y se 

ha determinado su alcance, así como su idoneidad, para potenciar las aplicaciones 

industriales actuales. Para cada caso de estudio, se describe a modo resumen la 

introducción y los principales resultados obtenidos. La descripción más detallada se 

encuentra en los anexos o en la web de cara a facilitar la lectura de la tesis. 
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El próximo Capítulo 6 trata los resultados y conclusiones principales, ofreciendo una 

reflexión general de los objetivos alcanzados y previstos inicialmente. Resume la 

aplicabilidad real de los procedimientos de medición desarrollados y estudiados para 

casos de uso reales, así como las posibilidades de mejora y los desafíos a resolver en el 

futuro. El Capítulo 7 presenta las referencias a los principios y métodos citados 

anteriormente de cara a facilitar una consulta más profunda al respecto. El objetivo de 

estas referencias bibliográficas es permitir la búsqueda de información adicional para 

entender correctamente los conceptos involucrados en cualquier solución 

fotogramétrica. Con respecto a los estudios de caso, cada uno de ellos ofrece sus propias 

referencias a casos de estudio complementarios y recientes. Finalmente, el Capítulo 8 

contempla el anexo donde se encuentra las referencias cruzadas y las citaciones de los 

artículos publicados, así como el contenido de cada publicación. Además, se 

proporcionan enlaces web interesantes que se centran en los fundamentos 

fotogramétricos y las capacidades de medición que ofrecen las soluciones industriales 

disponibles.  

 

En la siguiente lista se muestra un resumen esquemático de la estructura empleada:  

• Capítulo 1. Resumen de la tesis y presentación general de la tesis  

• Capítulo 2. Contexto general e introducción de necesidades industriales, 

objetivos, motivación de la tesis y las hipótesis iniciales.  

• Capítulo 3. Revisión del estado del arte de la fotogrametría industrial de campo 

cercano 

• Capítulo 4. Resumen de métodos empleados y principales contribuciones  

• Capítulo 5. Descripción de casos de estudio publicados y resultados obtenidos  
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• Capítulo 6. Conclusiones generales y trabajos futuros.  

• Capítulo 7. Referencias bibliográficas  

• Capítulo 8. Anexos 

 

Los resultados de cada caso de estudio son prometedores y adecuados para las 

aplicaciones industriales presentadas. Sin embargo, es necesario demostrar con más 

aplicaciones prácticas la viabilidad de este campo de la fotogrametría de cara a 

reemplazar las soluciones fotogramétricas existentes con soluciones sin dianas. Las 

mejoras en términos de precisión, manejo de datos y estrategias de procesamiento de 

imágenes eficiencia de cómputo, velocidad en algoritmos de procesamiento de datos, 

estandarización de procedimientos de medición, así como en asignación de 

incertidumbre repercutirán de manera directa en el alcance e implementación de este 

tipo de aproximaciones. La simulación de procedimientos de medición, que 

generalmente no se ofrece como funcionalidad en los sistemas comerciales, es otra 

mejora sustancial que se puede utilizar para prever la idoneidad del proceso de medición 

para fines de inspección. Por lo tanto, a medida que las técnicas fotogramétricas 

continúen desarrollándose día a día, en el futuro próximo aparecerán procedimientos 

innovadores de procesamiento de datos y soluciones integradas nuevas e inteligentes 

que cubrirán las necesidades y desafíos de la aplicaciones existentes y futuras. 
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1 SUMMARY 
 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop and characterize the scope of a novel and edge-

cutting approaches based on markerless photogrammetric solutions. Hence, the presented 

study is focused on going beyond the state of art limitations of industrial photogrammetry 

avoiding or reducing considerably the employment of artificial targets. Currently, industrial 

systems appeal to artificial targets (attached or projected to the part surface) in order to carry 

out the measurements with high automation and confidence level. Nevertheless, some 

industrial scenarios are demanding markerless approaches to improve manufacturing efficiency. 

The main advantages arise both on the avoidance of part or scenario preparation and on the 

simplification of measuring procedures reducing measuring time consumption and 

consequently the cost regarding measuring services. Current limitations and performed 

research to overcome these technology barriers are presented in Chapter 2. As stated in the 

review of industrial solutions in Chapter 3, trending manufacturing sectors are demanding more 

and more flexible and fast measuring solutions that deal with photogrammetric capabilities both 

for static and dynamic scenarios.  

The content of the research is presented and divided as follows. Chapter 1 is a summary of the 

thesis explaining the different chapters and their content. Chapter 2 introduces and emphasizes 

the needs of industrial manufacturing processes and how measuring solutions are required to 

improve current approaches. In fact, a brief description of focused research approaches is 

mentioned as an alternative amendment. Moreover, it presents the objectives of the research 

and layout initial hypothesis to address these goals which will the basis for final conclusion and 

discussion.  

Chapter 3 explains and describes the state of art (SOA) of industrial photogrammetric solutions 

going through existing solutions and approaches in detail. From offline to in-line approaches, an 

overview and classification of market technologies are presented and required enhancements 

suggested which the reference points of this thesis are. 

As the photogrammetric problem covers multiple concepts and principles to figure out and 

achieve 3D object information, Chapter 4 deals with the main description of overall concepts 

and processing steps which are required to reconstruct 3D object information from 2D imagery 

data. Indeed, the presented workflow is the same for target-based and markerless measuring 

strategies. This is not expecting to be a detailed description of each term and method, but an 

overview of problematic and a brief description of main aspects accompanied with accurate 

references. Besides, meaningful contribution of this thesis is added in some processing steps as 

a value-added approach. 

After presenting the SOA and the main photogrammetric methods applied in common industrial 

solutions, developed and assessed case studies are introduced in Chapter 5. Three case studies 

are described and their scope, as well as suitability, has been determined for empowering 

current industrial applications. For each case study and introduction and main results are 

introduced as a summary. 

Next Chapter 6 deals with the main results and conclusions giving an overall reflection of 

achieved objectives regarding planned ones. It summarizes the real applicability of developed 

and studied measuring procedures for real application as well as possibilities of improvement 

and challenges to be solved in the coming future. 
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Previously introduced principles and methods are deeply referenced for a deeper lookup and 

comprehension in Chapter 7. The goal of these bibliographic references is to enable further 

information search to check the many concepts involved in any photogrammetric solution. 

Regarding the case studies, each one is independently referenced with appropriate and recent 

complementary studies. 

Finally, Chapter 8 comprises the annex where the cross-reference and citation of published 

articles is encountered as well as published peer-reviewed full papers. Moreover, interesting 

web links are provided focusing on photogrammetric fundamentals and measuring capabilities 

offered by industrial solutions. 

 

A summary at a glance of the employed structure is defined in the following list: 

Chapter 1. Summary of thesis and main chapter presentation. 

Chapter 2. Overall context and introduction of industrial needs, objectives, and motivation of 

the thesis and initial hypothesis 

Chapter 3. Review of state of art of industrial close-range photogrammetry 

Chapter 4. Overview of materials and methods and main contributions 

Chapter 5. Description of published case studies and obtained results 

Chapter 6. General conclusions and future work 

Chapter 7. Bibliographic references 

Chapter 8. Annex 

 

The results of each case study are promising and fit to purpose for presented industrial 

applications, however, further research is still to go in order to replace target-based 

photogrammetric solutions with markerless ones. Improvements in terms of accuracy 

enhancement, data handling and image processing strategies, higher computation efficiency 

and speed in data processing algorithms, standardization of measuring procedures as well as 

uncertainty assessment studies are still pendant. Simulation of measuring procedures, which is 

not usually established, is another key point that can be used to foresee measuring process 

suitability for inspection purposes. Therefore, as photogrammetric techniques continue 

developing day by day, edge-cutting data processing procedures and integrated novel and 

smarter solutions will appear on the coming future covering existing needs and challenges. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 General context  
 

The development of this thesis responds to the growing needs of manufacturing processes to 

produce more efficient and cheaper parts with high-quality requirements. Hence, it deals with 

“Industry 4.0” trends and challenges [1] that faces this aim by means of integration and smart 

combination of multiple technologies and knowledge of different applications fields. As it has 

been stated and demonstrated in recent years, process digitalization and modelling are real key 

player for future production strategies, and this supposes to monitor and understand each 

manufacturing process in high detail and fidelity. This encompasses the employment of cyber-

physical (CP) production systems, the internet of things (IoT), big data, cloud computing, and the 

advancing use of digital twins. Each field is, in fact, a demanding challenge which enables to feed 

other technologies and their interaction in order to enhance manufacturing capabilities and 

ensure quality control. As process details are registered and monitored, their performance can 

be studied in real-time detecting and taking decisions when the output is out conformity 

assessment. Moreover, predictive actions can be established to keep the production between 

certain quality thresholds and make the best of manufacturing means and systems. Such kind of 

approaches are possible by means of digital models fed and adjusted by real and reliable data. 

These models are the virtual representation of the components and systems that take part 

during production.  

 

Automotive and aeronautics are suitable examples of sectors that are fostering and driving this 

change. In each case the process requirements are different, but they share a common standard 

that is the accuracy and quality assurance. It is at this point where metrology arises as a required 

tool to overcome this need. Whereas traditional inspection was applied as a mean to validate 

and certificate the quality of produced parts and system, recent metrology goes further. The 

goal is to be part of the manufacturing value chain integrating measuring and inspection 

capabilities in the process and reducing rejected parts. The measuring technology is not only 

used to final part geometry validation, but to other multiple functionalities during the process, 

such as: part location, part alignment, partial geometric verification, correction of machining 

programs, self-verification of production means, etc... 

 

The general trends of globalized production and derived challenges for manufacturing 

metrology [2,3] are presented in Figure 1. Fast measuring technologies, procedures and data 

processing strategies (Model-based definition) are critical as production processes require 

minimum stops and dead time periods during manufacturing. Integrated employment of 

measuring devices on machine or in process, is enabling to speed up measuring strategies with 

low influence on process output. Accuracy is being increased both for large parts and micro parts 

which demands high accuracy measuring systems and procedures, as well as data to information 

processing. Traditionally contact-based approaches have been the reference in this sense, but 

the latest technologies are getting closer to micron level accuracies. Simulation of complex 

measuring procedures is another challenge to be solved in order to predict achievable 

uncertainties before sensor operation Reliability is another key aspect of manufacturing 

technology as traceability must be guaranteed in the life cycle of the product. Therefore, 
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employed measuring systems have to be calibrated and maintain their best performance during 

operation. In-line self-checking of these systems is being applied more and more to ensure 

suitable and accurate measurements and result output. Flexibility of measuring technologies 

and extracted information density is also a key parameter in current production. As the 

production is getting global and the yield of new processes has to be ensured, more flexible 

metrology is required in terms of sensor adaptability for different scenarios (multi-sensor 

approaches) and smart data processing (automated management of geometric dimensioning 

and tolerancing (GD&T)). This is accomplished by means of smart sensors that permit to adapt 

their performance depending on the process specifications. Holistic representation deals with 

digital data representation and analysis, so as to control process quality and define corrective, 

preventive or even predictive actions. It is closely related to digital twin (virtual models) and 

fingerprint (virtual codification) aspects which are used to define cyber-physical models 

corresponding to the process.  

 

Figure 1. Manufacturing Trends and derived challenges for manufacturing metrology  

 

Hence, measuring technologies have evolved in order to fit these requirements in a fast, 

accurate and reliable approach. Optical metrology is a major key to play and face this role and 

it has been demonstrated in last years. Its applicability and extension for many application fields 

are apparent and the evolution is faster and faster. From initial systems that offered low 

resolution and data acquisition speed, to current smart sensors, many improvements have been 

applied. The integration of the measuring system in the production process has adapted the 

technology to fit their specifications. Therefore, measuring systems have become faster, more 

flexible and reliable with high automation functionalities in terms of data processing and 

communication with external systems.  

The measuring technology presented in this thesis, in each different set-up, is part of large 

volume metrology solutions that aim to ensure the dimensional properties of manufactured 

large parts. When the volume of a part is bigger than 1 m3 traditional measuring technologies 

developed for high-tech laboratories do suffer from measuring limitation. Moreover, when the 

size of a part exceeds certain dimensions, bringing the part to lab facilities is not possible. 

Therefore, portable measuring coordinate machines (PCMM) are required to characterize the 

parts in workshop conditions. In this sense, different technologies are available nowadays 
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comprising multiple measuring capabilities from points-based inspection to surface inspection 

with measuring ranges of tens of meter, there exist several industrial solutions. A main 

classification considers two main groups to differentiate between serial kinematic and optical 

measuring systems (see figure 2). Moreover, another interesting grouping considers centralized 

and non-centralized systems. Whereas centralized systems are stand-alone devices that can 

measure a point independently, non-centralized ones combine multiple sensor measurements 

to estimate the spatial position of a point. Usually, they use mathematical models to combine 

registered data and estimate useful information. A more detailed description and analysis of 

existing possibilities are presented in [4,5]. As it is stated in figure 2, photogrammetry is an 

optical non-centralized measuring technology based on multi-point triangulation similar to 

indoor Global Positioning System (iGPS) or theodolite technologies. 

 

Figure 2. Large scale metrology solutions and classification [4]  

Among optical systems, close-range photogrammetry (CRP) is one of the most employed 

measuring techniques because it deals with many challenges demanded by production trends. 

In fact, it is one of the measuring techniques that has been developed more in recent years from 

the point of view of hardware and software functionalities. It is really fast because it is a non-

contact approach based on image acquisition and current image sensors can take images in less 

than ms. Measuring procedures can be improved in terms of speed moving and positioning 

automatically acquisition sensors around the measuring scenario and employing accurate 

known data to improve data processing tasks and achieve precise information. Accuracy is 

guaranteed by intrinsic camera calibration strategies and suitable triangulation of surface points 

with multiple measuring set-ups. Achievable relative accuracy for point-based photogrammetry 

with targets is 1:200000. Accuracy enhancement is achieved for surface-based approaches 

combining prior point-based measurement of reference points which are used to stitch all 3D 

partial scans into a common reference system. The reliability is ensured by means of the 

application of standardized guidelines such as the VDI2634 that determines how to check 

accuracy performance of optical systems comprising mainly photogrammetric systems. At the 

moment an ISO standard is not yet available but is being developed. Another important aspect 

that ensures data reliability is the capability of photogrammetry to self-calibrating or even self-
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checking of offline calibration. Industrial solutions do offer this functionality guaranteeing the 

highest accuracy during system operation. More and more flexibility is another key aspect that 

measuring system needs to cover. Photogrammetric systems are a good example of 

reconfigurability and flexibility as the same system can work with different resolutions and 

measuring areas depending on the requirements. The working range is also adjustable to some 

limits. Moreover, flexibility is reinforced from the point of view of integrability as many set-ups 

are designed to be mounted on computer numeric control (CNC) manipulators. This mechanical 

and electrical integration, as well as system real-time communication, enables to carry out 

automatic measurements and data processing. A good example of holistic capabilities of 

photogrammetry are achievable cloud of points that define the 3D geometry of a part. This 

representation is indeed the digital definition (digital) of the part and can be used many 

simulation tasks, such as computer-aided design (CAD) comparison, virtual assembly or finite 

element method (FEM) model fitting. As-built surface definition is therefore rich information 

that opens the possibilities of data handling and analysis in comparison to point-based 

measuring solutions. 

 

2.2 Motivation 
 

Close-range photogrammetry [6–10] is a more and more employed measuring technique 

nowadays dealing with industrial applications where part dimensional verification, tracking or 

deformation testing studies are required. It is an optical measuring technique based on 2D 

images that enable to carry out agile 3D measurements for different working volumes and 

scenarios. However, as it is common with any measuring technology and procedure, it has some 

barriers and limitations that can be improved or even completed. One of the main limitations is 

the need to use artificial targets to carry out the measurement. These targets are employed for 

different fundamental aspects that are common in point-based and area-based 

photogrammetry, such as: 

• To define the measuring points and geometric characteristics 

• To solve extrinsic orientation 

• To solve the correspondence problem 

• To stitch partial scans 

• As known references for automated scanning processes 

Hence, industrial photogrammetry is closely related to the employment of artificial targets 

(active or passive) not only to support listed functionalities but to ensure the highest accuracy. 

However, in turn, this is a huge limitation in terms of measuring time and measuring procedure 

flexibility. Therefore, markerless solutions present the opportunity to develop alternative 

solutions covering these needs.  

 

For example, the preparation of the scene to be measured is a time-consuming task because 

close-range photogrammetry can be applied to scenarios ranging 1 to 100 m. Thus, locating the 

artificial targets all around the scene (see Figure 3) is sometimes a demanding task. Industrial 

photogrammetry is commonly supported by artificial targets that permit to precisely define the 

points or elements to be measured and to automate extrinsic orientation as well as scaling 
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obtained results. Although there already exist some approaches that avoid the use of targets 

based on key natural features, it is not common in industrial applications where accuracy 

requirements command. This is a huge limitation in any inspection activity in which a grid of 

repetitive geometries needs to be verified because of the requirement of suitable adapters for 

each geometry. As the quantity of these repetitive geometric elements increases, as well as the 

size of the geometric element their, represent, the preparation time and investment for 

acquiring feasible fixtures increase proportionally. Therefore, a measuring method for avoiding 

this matter is advisable. Chapter 5.1. deals with the development of an automatic 

photogrammetric solution to estimate the XYZ position of multiple drilled holes above a 

machined surface with a markerless approach.  

It combines a feature-based detection image processing approach based on a priori known data 

and a two-stage bundle adjustment 3D reconstruction process. The measuring procedure has 

been improved to machined hole detection by means of specific camera networks and camera 

parameter adjustment avoiding the need for special adapter nor fixture. The measuring process 

has been reinforced by light sources that ensure high quality and contrast images. Moreover, 

experimental validation and accuracy assessment are established against certified verification 

methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Close-range photogrammetry with multiple adapters for mounting bolts [11] 

 

Apart from accuracy issues that recommend using targets, there are other applications where 

the use of targets brings up some drawbacks. For example, when round parts or complex 

geometries need to be measured or tracked, many images are necessary to ensure that the 

photogrammetric camera network will be solved. At least a target needs to be seen by two 

consecutive images although more views are recommended for accurate point triangulation and 

correspondence estimation. Consequently, both for a fixed camera or even a hand-held single 

camera-based approach, such geometries require a high number of image sensors that becomes 

the measuring system a non-cost-effective solution. Even though a high camera number solution 

is provided, many times the triangulation of artificial targets is poor or unfeasible which 
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decreases achievable accuracy and measuring process flexibility. Thus, developing methods that 

do not require to use targets to define the geometric element to be inspected and avoid the 

correspondence problem, is a promising research line. In this sense, single or even multiple 

primitive detections can be faced. Chapter 5.2. deals with the development and accuracy 

evaluation of a photogrammetric simulation tool to measure the spatial position of a cylinder 

based on contour lines. The aim of this study is to arrange a simulation environment for 

uncertainty assessment and design purposes of this kind of photogrammetric approaches. 

Traditional methods are based on geometric fitting of measured targets or Best-fit 

transformation between measured and nominal points. Nevertheless, target arrangement is not 

feasible for some demanding scenarios such as high solar flux concentration facilities or objects 

with high occlusions (see figure 4). It is in such kind of measuring scenarios where feature-based 

modelling can be more suitable than target-based approaches even accuracy loss is expected. 

Moreover, employed models can detect and carry out the tracking of different geometric 

elements such as borderlines, circles or cylindrical object. In all cases, a mathematical 

description of the geometry of interest is required and distances among image rays and 

mentioned element are minimized to estimate its spatial location and orientation. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

a b 

Figure 4. Occlusion problem in stereo view. a) Prismatic part) b) Round part  

 

3D scanning of large complex parts is a common application for area-based photogrammetric 

scanning systems. The aim is to obtain a representative digital definition of the surfaces that 

comprise an object by means of a 3D point cloud reconstruction. This is usually accomplished by 

white light structured or time of flight (TOF) based scanners with referencing targets above the 

part surface. The limitation arises from time-consuming measuring procedures due to part 

preparation with reference targets (see figure 5) and the positioning of the measuring system in 

many locations to scan the whole part. Besides, 3D scanners are many times referenced by 

previous photogrammetric processes so as to improve achievable point cloud accuracy and 

increase the flexibility of the scanning stage. However, this technology fusion makes longer the 

time required for the overall measuring process. 

 

Lately, fields such as topography, cultural heritage or aerial mapping are adopting structure from 

motion (SFM) approaches and its algorithms for 3D scanning purposes instead of measuring a 

discrete number of points. The interest comes from the idea of obtaining dense 3D point clouds 
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only from imagery without the need to use targets. These applications do not aim to get high 

accuracy data, but for inspection methods like the one studied in this thesis, this requirement 

must be taken into account. Therefore, establishing the scope of this method is necessary to 

understand the limits and the applicability of dense matching approaches for verification 

purposes. Chapter 5.3. deals with the development of a measuring procedure based on a dense 

matching approach to scan and verify casting large parts with suitable surface texture. This is 

carried out by means of SFM procedures with some adaptations. The study considers an 

approach based on coded targets and another approach based on natural features for the 

photogrammetric reconstruction. The obtained dense point clouds are compared against a 

certified method in order to establish the achievable accuracy of this measuring technique both 

for lab and shop floor conditions. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. 3D optical scanning of casting parts with referencing targets[12]  

Apart from presenting problems that are tackled in each case study, general drawbacks do 

condition the employment of artificial targets in industrial environments, such as:  

• Target stability→ Adhesive or magnetic targets can move during the measurement due 

to external effects. If this happens, the accuracy of the measurement is reduced and 

even the general functionalities of photogrammetric systems can be affected.  

• Rejection of target after the measurement→ Depending on the manufacturing process, 

part or structure inspection demands to remove the targets from previously placed 

locations. This is a big disadvantage which also makes longer the time consumption of 

the measuring procedure. 

• Dirty above part or structure surface→ In some cases, where the part is inspected 

before its machining of final manufacturing step, or even when it is in harsh scenarios, 

available surfaces where the targets are placed require to be cleaned. If this task is not 

carried out, either magnetic nor adhesive targets can be located above the measurand. 

Moreover, the targets do also need periodically cleaned to ensure their detection. 

• Target random distribution→ Geometric restrictions of photogrammetric models 

demand non-symmetric and homogeneous target distribution in order to ensure robust 

image point identification and consequent 3D reconstruction. If this requirement is not 

fulfilled, obtained information can result in imprecise and messy. Hence, a random 
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target location is recommended when a high number of control points are required 

which extends the preparation time of the scene. Later developments do employ 

smarter algorithms to avoid these problems, but punctual errors or bundle model 

solving limitations do persist. 

• Target size→ A minimum size of a photogrammetric target depends on the camera 

sensor size, camera parameters and working distance. Usually, the minimum size of a 

target of 5 pixels is required to detect and identify it, but 10 pixels are recommended to 

ensure high accuracy. Corresponding dimensions for each application are not always 

feasible because of a lack of supporting structures or suitable planar surfaces. Hence, 

the design and employment of specific target dimensions are a huge limitation in 

industrial case studies. 

 

Considering hosted barriers and the limits of traditional photogrammetry as well as new 

research opportunities, this thesis aims to study alternative photogrammetric approaches that 

are not based on targets (named markerless solutions) or at least reduce considerably the 

maximum number of required ones. 
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2.3 Objectives 
 

The principal objective of this thesis is to apply novel methodologies based on geometric 

features to different photogrammetric models in order to study the scope and capabilities of 

markerless photogrammetric methods. For every case, the aim is to go beyond the current state 

of the art for this technique and cover existing challenges developing and studying alternative 

image processing and modelling approaches. In some cases, employed photogrammetric 

models and workflow are similar to established ones but with improvements in terms of image 

data detection and extraction strategies, whereas other cases require feature-based models to 

reconstruct the geometry of interest without the need of traditional target-based geometric 

fitting approaches. Measuring procedures do also need to be adapted to the specific demands 

of each application.  

The common research point among analyzed case studies is that all of them aim to avoid the 

use of artificial targets during the measuring process or at least they reduce considerably the 

amount of them. In some cases, due to time–consuming scene preparation because of the 

required high number of targets and locations, other times due to occlusion problems for the 

characterization of round forms and even to simplify complex scanning procedures and non-

cost-effective approaches which require a fusion of technologies (photogrammetry, structured 

light) to tackle the scanning of large parts.  

The objective in Case study 1 (Chapter 5.1) is to develop a measuring solution and study 

experimentally the achievable accuracy measuring the positioning of chamfered drilled holes 

without employing any target nor adapter for its definition. Industrial verification strategies do 

usually use them, but in this thesis, the idea is to measure directly the 3D position of these 

geometric elements with sort scene preparation approaches. The geometry to be measured in 

this case corresponds to multiple circles which are seen on the images as ellipses. Nominal 

border point data will be used as a priori data to aid the detection and identification of real 

border points and estimate their centers. This is carried out by known data 3D space to 2D image 

plane reprojection based on collinearity equations. Afterwards, 3D spatial position of these 

geometric elements will be estimated by means of a multi-point triangulation method. In this 

phase, a two-stage bundle adjustment process will be applied, and the uncertainty of calculated 

outputs will be assessed. 

The objective in Case study 2 (Chapter 5.2) is to develop a model and study the theoretical 

accuracy of feature-based photogrammetric methods as an alternative to traditional 

approaches. The objective is to avoid the use of targets and avoid the correspondence problem 

among camera views for complex geometries such as round objects. The study will consider a 

cylinder as the geometric element to be measured from a fixed and established camera network 

which intrinsic camera parameters are known. The contour image point data, extracted from 

shape-matching image processing approaches, will be used to feed the model and reconstruct 

the pose of the cylinder according to a world coordinate system. The expected accuracy will be 

studied by means of statistical Monte-Carlo approaches to assess the applicability of the 

developed model to industrial applications with large working range. The number of cameras 

and contour point quality and distribution will be the variables of this study. 

The objective in Case study 3 (Chapter 5.3) is to develop a measuring procedure and study the 

achievable accuracy of dense matching techniques for casting part verification. Both target-
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based and target-less approaches will be considered and compared against certified and 

established measuring strategies. The idea is to assess this imagery-based technique as an 

alternative to current time-consuming 3D scanning technologies and approaches. Instead of 

combining a photogrammetric stage with a posteriori scanning process, this approach aims to 

apply only the photogrammetry as a unique set-up. The difference arises from considered image 

data. Employed data will be based on natural key points that correspond to interest points and 

point descriptors extracted from the images. These image points offer natural point codification 

enabling the automatic surface reconstruction without the need for artificial targets. This data 

processing strategy will simplify considerably both image acquisition step as well as data 

processing and dense point cloud reconstruction 
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2.4 Hypothesis 
 

This chapter describes the main and particular hypothesis that have encouraged this thesis. 

Current photogrammetric solutions are based on artificial targets (physical or light projected) to 

ensure high measuring accuracy. The employment of these elements is crucial to achieve state 

of art accuracy levels (1:200000) in point-based solutions and enable high-density 3D surface 

reconstruction. However, this approach is at the same time one of the main limitations of 

photogrammetry as the measuring scenario has to be studied and prepared considering aspects 

related to the part, measuring technology and measuring conditions. Current solutions do need 

to locate as many targets (coded and non-coded ones) as required all around the measurand 

considering image orientation requirements as well as triangulation aspects to guarantee 3D 

reconstruction and final accuracy.  

Whereas image orientation is reinforced by means of coded targets, point triangulation needs 

to see a point in at least two images (stereo). Besides, the angle between intersecting light rays 

has to fulfill certain angle ranges to achieve a reliable 3D point reconstruction. In real 

applications, multi-image triangulation is recommended increasing point accuracy by means of 

data redundancy. When the part is round or cylindrical, 3D point triangulation is a demanding 

task because the image perspective changes rapidly between consecutive images which 

constraints the image acquisition process and requires a huge number of images to characterize 

the overall measuring scenario. Furthermore, in complex part geometries, occlusion problems 

arise making harder point triangulation and the correspondence problem establishment.  

Depending on the features to be verified, even special adapters are required to carry out the 

measurements which suppose to purchase or manufacture these accessories for each geometric 

feature. In the case of 3D surface scanning, targets are also required to bring together all partial 

scans and ensure an overlapping among each acquisition. The same targets can be referenced 

with high accuracy combining prior point-based photogrammetry with a posteriori 3D scanning 

process. This combination is many times advisable as the scanning process becomes more 

flexible (local referencing) and the point cloud accuracy is enhanced.  

Moreover, light-demanding scenarios are usual in industrial workshops where structured light-

based solutions are suffering from a lack of contrast of projected fringe-based patterns above 

the surface. This limitation is faced with more powerful projection systems and more robust 

projected light color, but even edge-cutting scanning systems do offer better performance in a 

light-controlled environment. However, this is not many times possible or supposes to carry out 

the measurement in the nighttime. 

Hence, is has been detected that artificial target employment is a huge limitation for 

photogrammetry in terms of measuring time, measuring process flexibility and measuring 

solution adaptability to different scenarios. It is at this point where markerless photogrammetry 

accompanied by advanced image processing strategies can be more suitable and advantageous 

to overcome detected limitations and develop novel measuring approaches. Thus, this thesis 

emphasizes the suitability of feature-based photogrammetric solutions as an alternative to 

overcome limitations on existing industrial measuring approaches based on targets. This 

means to combine traditional or novel photogrammetric models with feature-based image 

processing strategies.  
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In any measuring scenario, the images contain such kind of information that can be used to carry 

out the measurements combining novel image data processing and optical modelling strategies. 

Accuracy loss is predicted beforehand, but other mentioned aspects are expected to be 

improved maintaining fit to purpose uncertainty levels. 

Once introduced the main hypothesis, this chapter describes a specific hypothesis for each case 

study. These hypotheses are the basis for the developed industrial applications that are 

described in chapter 5. Presented statements will be the reference for final conclusions and 

discussion. 

 

2.4.1 Case study 1 
 

The hypothesis for Case study 1 is that natural features that correspond to common geometric 

elements like circle or ellipses can be detected and measured with accuracy that is fit to 

purpose based on photogrammetric basics and image processing strategies. This would enable 

to replace artificial targets with natural primitive direct identification. The main advantage if this 

development is feasible will be the possibility to measure multiple features from some few 

images without the need to employ fixtures instead. Traditional methodologies employ them. 

The main foreseen problem can be the difficulties to detect and extract the features from the 

images with high definition and contrast. This is necessary to ensure an accurate camera 

network determination as well as suitable 3D data estimation by means of multi-view 

triangulation and bundle adjustment approaches. 

 

2.4.2 Case study 2 
 

The hypothesis for Case study 2 is that contour-based photogrammetric approaches can be 

more suitable than geometric fitting of 3D points for pose estimation of cylindrical elements for 

large working ranges in harsh environments. The main advantage is that the correspondence 

among camera views is not required reducing the number of sensors for accurate cylinder 

position and orientation. A possible problem can arise from challenging contour point detection 

for real scenery and instabilities of known camera parameters such as intrinsic and extrinsic 

orientation. Therefore, the theoretical research comprising the scope of such kind of modelling 

must consider imaging error sources by means of statistical simulation. 

 

2.4.3 Case study 3 
 
The hypothesis for Case study 3 is that dense matching approach can be applied to casting part 

verification with fit to purpose accuracies employing structure from motion strategies and 

avoiding time-consuming complex scanning procedures. Although SFM methods have been 

developed for computer vision applications where accuracy aspects are not so demanding, they 

can be adapted for industrial filed. The main advantage is that before scanning a casting part 

with a 3D structured light scanner, a photogrammetric process is usually solved to establish 

accurate referencing of fixed targets. Therefore, the image data for photogrammetry is already 

registered and can be applied to dense matching methods. Possibly, the main drawback will 
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arise from correspondence problem among image views, time-consuming surface point 

reconstruction and missing data when dense 3D reconstruction is performed. 
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3 STATE OF THE ART AND BACKGROUND 
 

This chapter introduces available edge-cutting hardware & software photogrammetric solutions 

in the market classified with several criteria. Moreover, it presents current technology barriers 

and needs and consequent challenges to overcome these limitations. 

3.1 Introduction 
 

The systems based on photogrammetry arise from the need to verify parts of medium and large 

size [4,13–15] by contactless technologies with a reduced cost and fast response compared to 

other existing technologies. They seek to complete the measurement performance offered by 

other PCMM such as Laser-tracker (LT) [16,17] and articulated arms [18] for discrete point 

number measurement, eliminating the need to touch the surfaces of the elements of interest 

and/or and enabling measuring multiple points at the same time. Initially, handheld approaches 

where developed to fill this gap, but stereo systems, as well as structured light 3D scanners 

[19,20], have widened the applicability of this technology for further industrial fields. 

Photogrammetry [9,21] is not a new technology, but it is an emerging technological solution 

that, together with the evolution of the processing capabilities of PCMMs and vision algorithms, 

has evolved rapidly in the last decade. From the analog systems of the 80s to the digital systems 

of this century, the evolution of mono or multi-camera photogrammetric systems has been 

remarkable, allowing to adapt this measurement technique to different industrial applications 

and measurement requirements. Although a priori it is a measurement technique that was 

developed to measure discrete point number, the latest advances at the level of the state of the 

art are broadening the range of possibilities with digital image correlation (DIC) techniques [22–

25] for the measurement of deformations or dense matching that allows the extraction of dense 

point clouds from information obtained only from the images [26,27]. Therefore, it is a flexible 

technology that can be configured and materialized in different ways for applications with static 

needs (3D measurement, quasi-static deformations, and 3D surface measurement) or dynamics 

(6 dof referencing, multi-point tracking, deformation, vibration). From more or less complex 

complete systems to accessories based on this technology at a commercial level, many solutions 

apply photogrammetry as a measurement method and basis. The industrial requirements in 

order to implement and integrate these means in their production processes as well as in their 

quality assurance processes are mentioned in the following section. 

 

3.2 Industrial requirements 
 
The integration of this technology for its different setups depends on many factors that 
industrial processes and their quality control systems require, such as: 
 
Simulation of measuring procedures 

 

Photogrammetric systems can be considered complex measurement systems such as coordinate 
measuring machines (CMM) or LT where characterizing the different parameters of these 
systems is very expensive as well as modeling and calibration aspects [16,28]. These complex 
models allow to simulate [29–31] and predict the behavior of different aspects of the 
measurement as well as the procedure used for that purpose. Current applications are 
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requesting more and more that measuring procedures are fit to purpose and to control the 
precision of measurement for different characteristics of the same object. It is in this scenario 
where the modeling and characterization of the parameters of the model are critical. Although 
most of the photogrammetric systems estimate the relative accuracy of measured 3D points, 
they don’t estimate the uncertainty of triangulated 3D points. At the industrial level, there are 
very few tools that allow to simulate and estimate approximately the accuracy of a specific 
measurement procedure based on photogrammetry. For example, the Spatial Analyzer software 
(SA©) together with the VSTARS© software allows to carry out precision studies combining the 
simulation and modeling capabilities of both tools. The employed camera model is based on 
VSTARS metric cameras and it is not editable at the moment. While the VSTARS side carries out 
the photogrammetric simulation, the VSTARS side is used to generate synthetic 2D point data 
for iterative Montecarlo approach and to represent the estimated 3D point cloud and their error 
propagation from VSTARS. Based on this point clouds further simulations in SA© environment 
enable to calculate the uncertainty of specific geometric elements or other characteristics. 
 
There are also more academic tools like Phox© [32] that offer similar possibilities but target 
more training aims than industrial tools. In this case, the simulation of space resection or even 
6 degrees of freedom (dof) positioning among components is feasible apart from 3D point 
triangulation. 
 
In any case, none of the current solutions can estimate the uncertainty of the intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameters in a bundle adjustment (BA) approach[33,34]. Neither have they allowed 
estimating other photogrammetric approaches that are not based on point triangulation for 
multi-view approaches. 
 
Within this aim, taylor-made solutions based on imaging libraries such as Matlab© or Halcon© 
are necessary or even own developed functions which are the most flexible solutions for 
simulation. However, they are a time-consuming option thus most of the times a combination 
among simulation tools is the right choice. 
 
Some examples of mentioned solutions are mentioned in the following lines. In [35] a 
photogrammetric simulation of an antenna is shown with SA-VSTARS solution, in [30,36] a 
simulation based on Matlab© approach is presented and further optimization studies based on 
different approaches are described in [37–39]. 

 
 
Precise, fast, flexible and simple technologies 

 
The current industry seeks technologies that can replace traditional technologies from the point 

of view of accuracy and speed, without losing other important aspects such as ease of use, 

investment cost and system flexibility and/or adaptability for multiple measuring scenarios. 

Portable measurement technologies initially arose from a need to measure a few control points, 

but the latest industrial measuring needs have demanded a greater amount of information and 

a higher density of measured points. This new measurement capacity should not affect the 

accuracy offered by the technological solution but may limit the speed of measurement and 

processing due to the high data content. However, the automation level and latest software 

developments related to data processing are enabling the automatic management of data and 

its direct use by manufacturing means. In addition, automation allows a non-advanced user to 

use the technology as well as the measurement procedure without margin for error of use. One 

of the main advantages of current photogrammetric systems is the adaptability to the measuring 
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range and required data resolution. Simple calibration and adjustment of optic components can 

adapt the use of these technologies for a broad measuring application. Furthermore, the current 

photogrammetric real-time systems control the accuracy of the triangulated points both for 

measurement tasks as well as referencing, indicating the need for calibration of the equipment 

if it does not meet supplier specifications. Besides, product robustness for industrial 

environments has been improved in terms of more stable imaging components. 

 

The measuring speed has also increased with high-speed cameras for deformation or 3D tracking 

purposes of demanding dynamic scenarios [40,41]. 3D scanning systems based on light 

projection has also been improved with faster surface point codification light patterns [42,43] 

and measuring frequency below 0.2 sg. Digital light patterns are faster than previously existing 

mechanical solutions that have increased considerably the measuring speed for each measuring 

shot and consequently has reduced the overall measuring time to scan a complete part. 

Traceability 

 
The implementation of photogrammetry as a certified solution for quality control tasks depends 

on the acceptance of reference standards for the production chain. If you intend to use these 

technologies to validate and certify pieces in a similar way to what has been done with CMM for 

years, it is necessary to settle rules and procedures that determine how to verify the accuracy 

of this type of devices and ensure good use of the same. Today there is only one technical guide 

that defines how to compare the measurement performance of different measurement 

configurations based on photogrammetry. It is not a standard as such, but in the absence of it is 

currently the reference used by different technology providers. It is the guide VDI / VDE2634 

[44–46] that in fact does not stop being a recommendation but that is extended between the 

manufacturers and users of Optical 3D measuring systems. This recommendation has several 

sections. While the Blatt 1 talks about imaging systems with point-by-point probing, the Blatt 2 

is focused on optical systems based on area scanning and the Blatt3 defines verification tests for 

multiple view systems based on area scanning. 

As evaluation artifacts, calibrated spheres, length bars, and flat surfaces are used to characterize 

several performance characteristics of the system and to establish the maximum permissible 

error (MPE) which is the accuracy parameter that distinguishes accuracy level among industrial 

systems. 

At the moment different committees (ISO, ASTM) and European calls integrated within the 

H2020 program, seek to complete, improve and develop procedures for this purpose 

considering the extensive and growing use of this type of measurement systems in many sectors. 

Some state or art references regarding this issue are presented in [47–49]. 

Meanwhile, different authors have studied the applicability and scope of this guide to existing 

optical configurations. In [50] the accuracy of different measuring set-ups has been studied, in 

[51] a micro-scale system has been characterized form the point of view of accuracy, in [52] the 

Blatt2 is applied to a mono camera vision system, in [53] a hand-held camera is studied, in [54] 

a comparison among different reference standards for automotive application is shown and in 

[55] a comparison between photogrammetric systems against LT technology is presented. 

 
Integrated metrological solutions 
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The need to take the measurement systems close to the production processes or even 

integrated into the machines in order to respond to the needs of the emerging production is 

ever more latent. This new digital paradigm requires that the means of control be in the 

production chain itself enabling rapid communication between the quality and production of 

different components. The integrated measurement and inspection solutions allow streamlining 

the exhaustive control of the processes even in real-time with the aim of taking corrective or 

preventive actions on the process. Therefore, a greater knowledge of the processes and their 

behavior is achieved by monitoring them and converting measurements into useful information 

in order to feed the processes such as automatic assembly, mass production of components, 

manufacture of parts high added value, etc.  

Nowadays the integration of automatic photogrammetric solutions is more and more common 

in countless industrial applications combining precision positioners with several measuring 

solutions based on touch probes or non-contact scanning accessories. These accessories are in 

many cases tracked with stereo or monovision devices [41] targeting to increase the measuring 

accuracy which increases the cost of the measuring solution. As an alternative, latest approaches 

called robotic CMMs [56] are arising trying to avoid tracking systems and directly apply the 

fusion of the positioner pose data and measuring system partial scans by means of accurate 

calibration strategies and reference point located around the part’s fixture. Furthermore, the 

latest automated cells offer self-monitoring functionalities to assure that the performance of 

robot metrology solutions is well established and is stable for its operation. For large parts, an 

add-on photogrammetric sensor can be added to scanning devices to increase the overall 

accuracy of the fused 3D point cloud up to 10 µm based on established reference marker 

identification and partial scan transformation. This technology fusion is also common in 

manually measured use cases. Although the former applications of photogrammetric devices 

were oriented to manual handling, its integration into different processes or automatic 

verification cells is a fact these days. 

From configurations that combine the measuring head with an angular positioner [57] to more 

complex systems that mount the measuring heads in a robot's tool center point (TCP) [58,59], 

the evolution of technology and its integration into productive means has been growing in 

recent years. These automatic solutions can be prepared and tested offline with virtual software 

stations that enable to foresee optimum measuring strategy and expected a result. 

In addition to the automation of the measurement as well as its optimization through the fusion 

of technologies, extensive work has been carried out on the automated management and 

processing of raw data. As more and more data quantity is acquired by novel technologies, smart 

data processing strategies are required to transform raw data in eligible information for multi-

task objectives (GD&T analysis, estimate dimension, color map comparison, a fusion of partial 

measurements, etc.) with a minimum request for system operators. 

 
Dynamic measurements to study the behavior of structures/components, track components or 

self-checking 

Stereo or multi-view photogrammetric devices allow measuring multiple points (see figure 6) at 

once with high measuring frequencies. This capability is well-suited to the dynamic evaluation 

of 3D coordinates, 3D displacement, and surface strain. As the extrinsic orientation among 

camera projection centers is known, real-time triangulation (up to 2000 images per second) of 

diverse discrete points is enabled for dynamic measurements. Hence, this functionality is 
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applied for many purposes such as self-checking calibration of the system, monitoring of a set 

of control points, live tracking of components against a specific reference (measuring device or 

fixed component), dynamic referencing [41] between the part and the measuring device as well 

as for live tracking in 6 dof of measuring hand-held or automated devices. In turn, these 

accessories (see figure 7) can be touch probes, laser-triangulation systems or even fringe 

projection sensors. Usually, these functionalities are used by stereo tracking systems or fringe 

projection 3D scanning system. Dynamic point monitoring is crucial to guarantee that the 

measuring device is working within its specifications and that calibration of the system is 

maintained along with its operation. Besides, real-time measuring can be used to detect 

environmental changes or mechanical instabilities such as movements or vibrations. The goal is 

to ensure high-quality measuring data verifying continuously calibration status, dynamic 

referencing of each partial scan and any external environmental drift. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Live tracking of a part with several fixed targets[60]  

 

 

 

 

a[60] b[61] 

Figure 7. Optically Tracked touch probes (a) and 3D scanner (b) 

 

Edge-cutting approaches are also permitting to measure dense point clouds in real-time to 

characterize the 3D deformation of a part or even to align a part based on surface (mesh) data. 

Whereas the deformation (see figure 8) is established by means of digital image correlation (DIC) 

based techniques [62–64] part alignment is based on mesh data of high-frequency 3d scanning 

capabilities. 

DIC is a strain measurement technique that works by capturing a series of images of speckled 

surface pattern throughout a test and processing them afterwards by means of image 

correlation algorithms. It is a non-contact method where one digital image is mapped onto 
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another digital image. The images show the specimen that is tested, and the transformation 

field between the two images is used to retrieve the displacement field on the surface of the 

specimen. The transformation field is determined by maximizing a correlation coefficient 

examining pixel intensity array subsets by means of image processing algorithms. A typical 

system includes a camera system, lighting, and a software package to control image capture and 

to conduct post-test analysis.  

The measurement accuracy of DIC can be affected by many factors, such as the size of the subset 

are used to match the same point in two images taken at different time points, the step size (i.e., 

the number of pixels by which the subset is shifted to calculate the strain field) and, if used, the 

type of data smoothing/filtering adopted. In some cases, laser sources are added to DIC systems 

creating laser speckle pattern when sprayed treatments on the specimen surface are unsuitable 

under various testing conditions, for example elevated temperature, microscale, and large 

deformation.  

DIC measurements can be 2D (one camera used), or surface-3D (two cameras used in stereo-

vision and located in multiple stations). The full 3D approach (where a 3D imaging device, e.g. 

an X-ray tomography, is used) is referred to as Digital Volume Correlation (DVC). 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Digital image correlation for strain measurement[65]  

 
 
 
Hardware and software improvements 

Current systems use cameras with higher resolution (up to 12 Mpx) to obtain higher spatial 

resolution and a more homogeneous definition of the surfaces to be measured as well as greater 

precision [66]. In addition to increasing the pixel resolution of the cameras, it has also improved 

its measurement frequency (up to few ms), making it possible to use photogrammetry not only 

in static scenes but also in dynamic scenes. In fact, the dynamic benefits are increasing allowing 

to apply this measurement technology in more areas. Other components such as projectors have 

been adapted to work more robustly using the spectrum of light emission in blue and achieving 

https://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwivlpf3lpPgAhUQQhoKHZ5XCCsQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.gom.com/metrology-systems/aramis/aramis-3d-camera.html&psig=AOvVaw2LsZr6lA-rpzXtfqKxL8CX&ust=1548857754048118
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better performance in the definition and stability of the points to be measured in industrial 

demanding scenarios. The internal and external calibration, as well as its stability, is another 

aspect that is being monitored to ensure that the results obtained are reliable and of high 

quality. Likewise, if some variation in the parameters is detected, faster self-calibration methods 

of these means have been developed to minimize dead times of system adjustment. Another 

aspect that has been improved is the triangulation between the components of the 

measurement system. While the older systems mediated only with the cameras and therefore 

the triangulation of the points was conditioned by the common area of view between them, the 

current systems also triangulate with the projector (more thermally stable technology) obtaining 

a higher resolution of points, greater accessibility to less accessible geometries as well as a more 

homogeneous and continuous distribution of points. 

 

In turn, the image processing and algorithms used in the photogrammetric models have evolved 

according to these hardware improvements in order to speed up the identification of points of 

interest, strengthen the calibration procedures and obtain the results of interest applying in 

each case the corresponding model. This last part has also been completed with graphic 

processing unit (GPU) with greater computational capacity for high-density information 

management in high-resolution scanners as well as in dense matching solutions. 

 

3.3 Review of industrial Close-Range Photogrammetry 
 

The photogrammetric approaches and capabilities have substantially changed over the last 20 

years with the irruption of digital means and high-performance personal computers (PC) in the 

materialization of this measuring technique. However, the use of photogrammetry in the 

industry has not meaningfully changed over the last 5 years although new applications and 

functionalities have arisen. Detailed reviews of industrial close-range photogrammetry state of 

the art as a previous reference are mentioned in [67] and [68] where hardware, as well as novel 

measuring functionalities, are described in detail. The further chapters in this SOA aim to update 

some remarkable topics covered in these reviews and to add new matters and measuring 

configurations. As well as these authors did, not only photogrammetric point by point solutions 

are presented but area or surface scanning solution, as well as other novel image analysis 

approaches trying to broaden camera calibration tasks and dense surface reconstruction. 

Besides, a general overview of existing solutions is presented both considering existing hardware 

and software solutions. 

 

3.3.1 Photogrammetric system classification 
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Photogrammetric techniques can be classified by different parameters, such as measuring 
range, measuring configuration or even offline or inline performance closely related to 
application requirements. 
 
In the following lines, industrially employed main classifications are mentioned and described in 
order to introduce an overall overview of this technology. 
 
A first classification and a common one is based on the measuring scale and how the camera 

system in handled during the execution of measurements. From this point of view, 3 measuring 

scales are determined: very close-range (micro) photogrammetry, close-range 

photogrammetry, far-range photogrammetry (aerial and terrestrial). 

Whereas terrestrial photogrammetry means that the camera is employed from ground level 

image acquisition by means of a photographer, tripod or mechatronic actuator, the aerial use 

case is carried out mounting the camera on an aircraft (plane, drone, etc.). Therefore, measuring 

range is limited from few meters to tens of meters for hand-held or tripod-based approaches 

whereas aerial approaches target large topographic 3D mapping or building as-built 3D 

modeling. In both cases, hundreds of images are taken and the accessibility and time for image 

acquisition determine the feasibility of each type of photogrammetric technique. See figure 9 to 

understand the working range of industrial photogrammetry (1 to 20 m). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and portable system specifications 

Nevertheless, the latest very close range applications require high accuracy for dimensions of 

few microns or even less  [69,70]. This is called small or micro photogrammetry [70–72] where 

micro-features of small parts are characterized. Some applications go beyond this scale 

reconstructing 3D surfaces with imagery from scanning electron microscope (SEM) [73–77] 

achieving resolution of nanometers. 

Another system classification is divided into two main groups. The first group aims to solve the 

geometric inspection of a part against a drawing or a CAD model. Point quantity can be discrete 

or dense depending on the application. The goal usually is to check selected features of a part 

against a given tolerance for production control or to measure all features of a new part for 3D 

reconstruction or reverse engineering. The second group deals with applications more related 

to analyze the geometric change of a part or structure under certain external conditions. 
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External loads can be natural effects such as gravity or thermal change but also applied loads to 

study the behavior of the part against this excitation. These cases are typically related to motion 

analysis, deformation testing or vehicle dynamics. 

Depending on the previously described classification, photogrammetric solutions can be 

materialized in multiple configurations which a general overview is mentioned in the following 

chapter. Nevertheless, all set-ups look for reconstructing 3D object information from image data 

and camera projection modelling.  

 

3.3.2 Photogrammetric hardware solutions 
 

The photogrammetric configurations for different measuring task mainly vary in the number of 

employed cameras and whether they are fixed or mobile. In this chapter, a description of 

existing configurations from simplest to more complex is presented. 

The simplest set up is based on a camera and known 3D control points which enables to obtain 

the 6 dof orientation among both elements (see figure 10). This is commonly used to track 6 dof 

measuring accessories (T-Mac©, T-Scan©, etc.), to verify or correct the positioning accuracy of 

a robot or even to estimate the relative orientation between a referenced image and an 

unreferenced one. The algorithm that is implemented to solve this application is called space 

resection [78–81] and it enables not only to estimate external camera orientation, but also 

intrinsic calibration if the distribution of control points is suitable. The main drawback of this 

approach is the achievable accuracy for XYZ translation values because of the high correlation 

among pitch and yaw angles with planar translation components. An example of this approach 

is the Metronor © or T-Probe© sensor from Leica© LTs. In both cases, a measuring probe with 

known targets is tracked in 6 dof for 3D inspection tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

a b 

Figure 10. Metronor©(a) portable mono camera CMM [82] and b)hand-held touch T-probe© accessory[83] 

 

In order to achieve higher triangulation accuracy and therefore less XYZ point uncertainty, stereo 

solutions or multi-view ones are employed (see figure 11). Stereo systems are usually mounted 
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on a tripod (NIKON K-CMM©, ZEISS COMET©, GOM ATOS 5©) or manually handled 

(Handyscan©) while multi-view approaches can be materialized with fixed camera structured or 

handheld approaches. In any case, the camera intrinsic and extrinsic calibration needs to be 

solved in order to triangulate target points. Whereas fixed installations can measure in real-time 

(once this calibration is established beforehand), offline processing solutions are usually self-

calibrated and are appropriate for static scenery. The greater the number of cameras is, the 

higher the achievable accuracy for 3D point determination is obtained but a higher data 

processing requirement is demanded. 

 

In many applications, stereo systems are used to track a measuring tool (METRASCAN 3D©) or 

monitor multiple points with high dynamics for motion and/or vibration analysis of a 

component. Even more, deformation of a surface can be measured analyzing imagery data from 

a speckled surface based on DIC or a part can be scanned combining structured light with stereo 

triangulation. 

 

 
 

 

 

a[84] b[61] 

 
 

 

 

 
 

c[85] d[86] 

Figure 11. Stereo approach for optical tracking (a), 3d scanning (b), motion analysis (c) and deformation purposes (d) 

 

Handheld stereo scanning approaches (Handyscan©, FARO Freestyle3D Handheld Laser 

Scanner©. Etc.) enable to scan complex part or hardly accessible areas based on multiple partial 

scans that are stitched among them employing reference markers located around the part or 

scene to be measured. It is important in this case like in other cases where reference targets are 

used, that the distance among this points is stable during the scanning process as the accuracy 

of dynamic referencing of each scan directly depends on this requirement. The technology for 
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scanning is usually combined with active projection schemes such as laser triangulation or fringe 

projection (see figure 12). 

 

 

 

 

a[87] b[88] 

Figure 12. Stereo handheld scanner with laser strip projection (a) or structured light (b) 

Regarding multi-view fixed frame systems [89], they are used to scan a part for inspection 

purposes of a figure [90,91] and print afterwards a sculpture based on this 3D measurement. 

One important aspect of these systems is their self-calibration [92] and also stability [93] for long 

time periods. They can be complemented with structured light when the texture of the element 

to be measured is not the proper one and therefore surface point definition must be reinforced 

externally. Another approach is to use only the texture information of surface points based on 

dense matching techniques for surface reconstruction. Some few industrial solutions are also 

oriented to verify the shape and dimension of curved pipes as in [94]. See an example of various 

configurations in figure 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

a[95] b[96] 
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c[97] d[98] 

Figure 13. Fixed multi-view 3d scanning approach (a), measuring cell for tube inspection (b) industrial fixed 3D scanner 
(c) and customized multi-camera photogrammetric station 

Offline multi-view systems (AICON 3D©, TRITOP©, VSTARS©, etc.) are usually based on a high-

tech camera or metric camera that is moved around the part to be measured by an operator 

(see figure 14). From each position, an image is taken with specific procedures and then these 

image data are processed to obtain 3D coordinates. The XYZ coordinates correspond to artificial 

targets located above the surface of the part to be checked. These points depict control points 

for geometric analysis or are used as reference points for further 3D scanning steps (Maxshot©, 

TRITOP© and GOM 3D scanners). Latest approaches not only enable to solve this 

photogrammetric problem but based on this output even to reconstruct the surface of the part 

with dense point clouds. Within this aim, certain surface texture is required to distinguish 

surface points and their neighborhood points for dense matching reconstruction strategies. 

 

 

 
 

a[99] b[100] 

Figure 14. Offline multi-view approach with hand-held cameras (a, b) 

 

Independently to mentioned configurations, more and more photogrammetric approaches are 

becoming automatic solutions integrating this measuring capacity in controlled actuators such 

as robotic manipulators, tables or fixtures. In lab solutions, automatic tables are added to 3D 

scanners in order to measure without any operator assistance the surface geometry of the part. 

In in-line use cases (see figure 15), specific measuring cells have been developed as an 

alternative to traditional CMMs. In some cases, the measuring system is directly attached to an 

actuator’s end-effector and fixed reference points are employed for partial scan fusion whereas 

other configurations employ this technology for tracking and positioning purposes of touch 

https://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwihj4OmiZrgAhWS3OAKHa9oA1cQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.polyrix.com/products/polyscan-xl/&psig=AOvVaw0LPpsPi1DgGv9mboEAW1uS&ust=1549094616196292
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probes or scanning 6 dof devices. This kind of integration is targeting to speed up measuring 

procedures, making more robust photogrammetric solutions with known displacements, 

enabling automated complex part scanning, automating repetitive measuring tasks, etc.… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

a[101] b[102] c[103] 

Figure 15. Automated photogrammetric solutions 

Recently novel measuring set-ups have appeared in the market combining manual and 

automated employment (hybrid solutions) for specific sectors (for instance dental) and 

applications (fast scanning of complex parts).  

Latest solutions are integrating the measuring technology on the actuator and are taking 
advantage of the improvement of positioning performance of industrial robots in order to stitch 
partial scans based on this data fusion. The drawback arises from the accuracy stability 
requirements from the actuator’s side which is not required for previously described solutions. 
However, the investment is much lower and more and more these solutions called Coordinate 
Measuring Robot (CMR) are becoming feasible achieving a 100 µm 3D absolute and trackless 
accuracy (see figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16. Example of Coordinate Measuring Robot (CMR)[104]  

 

One of the latest functionalities that have been added to multi-view solutions with light or laser 

projection (for instance Faro TRACER©), is the capacity to project a light pattern above a scene 

as a reference for different tasks (see figure 17). For instance, it can be used for part marking 

https://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjl6veTy__kAhVwA2MBHdM5ALQQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zebicon.com%2Fen%2Fmetrology-systems%2Faccessories%2Fatos-accessories%2F&psig=AOvVaw2ntEimpJKV1iVDWkCd4jnq&ust=1570174804170079
http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjopvrksbfkAhUB5uAKHSecCbUQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bigzerotechnology.com%2FProducts%2FGOM%2FATOS-ScanBox-Series-7%2F58&psig=AOvVaw04ssnq6TIfsCGXVVnxxiOv&ust=1567694103894188
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tasks or even as a digital assistant to check if an assembly task or manufacturing process fulfills 

conformity assessment. It is necessary beforehand to align the part with the digital CAD model 

in order to take advantage of this virtual inspection assistance. 

 

 

 

 

 

a[105] b[106] 

Figure 17. Laser (a) and light pattern (b) projection above the part surface for inspection and assembly tasks. 

 

3.3.3 Photogrammetric software and libraries 
 

Photogrammetric software solutions encompass different measuring functionalities depending 

on the employed hardware approach and covered applications. Indeed, the same hardware 

configuration can be applied to multiple measuring purposes combining it with specific image 

processing and photogrammetric solutions. From industrial solutions to academic ones, they 

enable to measure not only 3D discrete point clouds but to measure dynamic scenarios, real-

time data referencing, analyze 3D deformation and motion of components as well as the 3D 

surface measurement of complex parts.  Furthermore, the same software solution can be 

applied to aerial or close-range applications. 

Industrial photogrammetric software packages (TRITOP©, VSTARS©, AICON3D©, etc.) are 

closely related to technology suppliers and they oblige the user to employ specific hardware set 

up and even targets. However, there exist some software approaches, which are more flexible 

(Photo modeler© [107–109], Iwitness© [110–112], etc.) that are opened to different sensor 

type and configurations. In any case, this software solutions offer the user multiple 

functionalities integrating high level image data processing algorithms (feature point 

identification and extraction, Bundle block adjustment, image resection, discrete and 

triangulation) as well as camera intrinsic calibration or even 3D surface reconstruction based on 

textured surfaces or projected light patterns above the part to be verified. Apart from measuring 

capabilities based on image data and photogrammetric models, most of these approaches also 

consider further 3D data processing functionalities, such as re-alignment of data, geometric 

element adjustment or even data meshing and edition. Latest software versions are 

implementing data exchanging options among different approaches in order to standardize data 

format and analysis in different platforms as well as enable communication among different 

systems. A suitable example arises from the automation of 3D stereo scanners for in-process 

quality control purposes. These devices based on software capabilities enable not only 3D 
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surface scanning and inspection, but real-time live tracking or point or meshes and even CAD-

based light pattern projection above the scene for assembly assistance purposes. 

 

Whereas industrial solutions are usually developed for specific solutions, free software libraries 

(Micmac©, SFM©, etc.), as well as academic GUI approaches [32], offer the possibility to go 

beyond these functionalities. For example, they enable to generate and foresee the accuracy of 

3D scenery based on synthetic images [113,114] or simulate the measuring uncertainty of a 

camera network located around a 3D part [35]. Moreover, computer vision-based libraries such 

as Matlab© or Halcon© platforms make possible to develop customized photogrammetric 

models that can be deeply studied in terms of accuracy and data performance to assure 

application conformity assessment before sensor materialization. Besides, these libraries speed 

up customized solution development and validation with high level tested functionalities. A brief 

comparison of some available industrial tools and their scope is described in [115] whereas a 

review of open-source applications is presented in [116]. 

Apart from software for geometric inspection, there exist other solutions that study the 2D and 

3D behavior of parts or structures under certain external loads. These software packages (GOM 

inspect correlation©, Vic-Software©, VIC-2D or VIC-3D©, etc.) enable to study motion, dynamic 

performance as well as deformation. They are based on image processing algorithms that 

identify in different image sequences the common points (target points or surface points) 

among camera views and this manner they can estimate the dynamic behavior of them under 

the specific test. Some few options are free (and they enable to get closer to this kind of 

application and understand its limitations 

Latest software developments (I-witness Pro-Agilis©, Photomodeler Scanner©, Agisoft Photo 

Scan©, etc.) are integrating SFM capabilities to traditional photogrammetric software packages 

in order to broaden imagery data for 3D scanning functionalities. These advanced modules 

permit not only to calibrate the cameras but also to estimate camera network even without 

employing physical targets. Furthermore, they are combined with dense matching techniques 

to reconstruct dense point clouds of textured surfaces. In the market, these solutions are found 

as 3D image-based scanner or dense matching photogrammetric approaches [117–121]. 

 

3.3.4 Automatic camera intrinsic and extrinsic orientation 
 
Camera calibration (intrinsics) as well as camera network calibration (extrinsics) is one of the 
major issues to be solved in photogrammetric problems. From former solutions that combine 
manual user assistance to actual systems that automatically carry out self-camera and network 
orientation, many image processing improvements have been integrated. The automation arises 
from the employment of coded targets that enable not only to make more robust the 
correspondence between multiple images and therefore the relative orientation but to scale the 
output data and speed up BA step. Nevertheless, it supposes to add reference targets above the 
scene and this task is time-consuming and requires user experience. Hence, avoiding this kind 
of targets will improve the photogrammetric system performance in terms of time and physical 
effort. The main drawback comes from accuracy aspects that surely will be decreased (2-3 times) 
as image processing algorithms are not still good enough as to define natural key points as good 
reference points. Moreover, acquired image data set and data quality are critical within this aim. 
Anyway, some software packages have already integrated this as automated target fewer 
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orientation functionalities and users can take advantage of them considering possible limitations 
and requirements for a good enough use [112,119,122]. They are based on feature-based 
matching (FBM) approaches to facilitate fully automatic target-free multi-image network 
orientation (see the workflow in figure 18). This approach is called SFM photogrammetry 
[123,124] as mentioned before in this thesis and deals with sparse point cloud reconstruction as 
well as camera position and orientation determination without a priori data strategy commonly 
used with target-based approaches. 
 

The image processing workflow follows as: 

o Image processing for interest point determination in each image 

o Selection of reference image  

o Stereo image matching to establish the correspondence among pixels (interest 

feature points) 

o Consecutive resection, triangulation and BA of all image pairs to orient and estimate 

the coordinates of 3D points in an arbitrary coordinate system with a specific scale. 

o Camera self-intrinsic calibration (if required and the geometry is favorable) based on 

reference feature points 

 

 
 

  

Figure 18. Workflow for 3D object reconstruction from imagery data  

 
Thus, this process can be time-consuming when there are many images. On average, the user 
should expect that for a 12 – 14 megapixel camera it will take 10-15 seconds per image for the 
extraction of 50,000 feature points (see figure 19). The matching is carried at generally a few 
seconds or less per image pair. Thus, a network of ten 14 MPx images, limited to 60,000 feature 
points per image, is automatically oriented in some 4 minutes on a modern computer. 

Camera parameter adjustment

Image acquisition

Image processing

•Image preprocessing

•Detection of feature points

•Extraction of feature points

Relative orientation

Absolute orientation

Multi-point sparse triangulation

Data post-processing
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Figure 19. Feature-based camera network orientation (green markers) and sparse point cloud reconstruction (orange 

markers) 

 

3.3.5 Dense reconstruction  
 

Once the photogrammetric network orientation (stereo or multi-view) has been estimated, the 
object surface reconstruction via dense image matching or light projection (structured light) can 
be initiated. In favorable situations, where the scene is texture-rich and the network geometry 
suitable, it is possible to recover textured 3D surface information to pixel-level resolution 
without any supporting light projection (see figure 20). Thus, the generated 3D point clouds can 
be very large, comprising many millions of points. In surfaces where the texture is not available 
(homogeneous, high reflection surfaces or transparent ones) it is necessary to adapt the surface 
and project a known light pattern above the part’s surface and measure each surface point by 
means of stereo triangulation. 
 
Whereas fringe projection systems work in real-time, the dense image matching [27] offline 
process is a time consuming and computationally demanding phase and it can take several 
minutes to hours to generate the dense 3D point cloud to highest resolution. It is based on semi-
global matching algorithms [125] that are well suited and offer a suitable balance between data 
processing time and accuracy. The core resides on the consecutive stereo matching of image 
pairs which determine the depth information of each pixel to reconstruct the 3D surface 
information. Although in photogrammetry other matching approaches have been usually 
applied (template matching, normalized cross-correlation, epipolar geometry, etc.) these 
algorithms are not suitable for dense reconstruction as surface point robust description is not 
fulfilled. This is achieved with robust key feature descriptors based on robust operators such as 
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT). The advantage of the semi-global technique (SGM) 
arises on adding radiometric information of images to stereo matching reducing the 
computation time and making more accurate the output depth result. A detailed explanation is 
presented in [126,127] 
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Figure 20. Camera network orientation and dense point cloud reconstruction[128]  

 
Further dense matching algorithms and software versions need to be improved in terms of 
accuracy and processing speed in order to be considered for industrial applications as an 
alternative to provide 3D scanning technologies (fringe projection, time of flight, laser 
triangulation). 
 

3.4 Overview of industrial applications 
 

As photogrammetry has become a very common technique for multi-inspection purposes, there 

exist multiple industrial applications [6,67,129,130] where it has been tested and implemented 

as an alternative to other standardized solutions. The main advantage of any photogrammetric 

configuration is that they can offer non-contact, fast and high data quantity solutions, as well as 

broad flexibility to adapt for a wide range of measuring scales. These advantages have permitted 

to replace existing portable technologies with photogrammetric configurations and to go 

beyond in many cases. 

In the following lines, some representative industrial applications are presented in order to show 

the adaptability of photogrammetry to multiple scenarios and measuring requirements. From 

static measurements of few points to dense scanning, passing through dynamic applications 

where the part or structure of interest is under mechanical or thermal load, photogrammetric 

configurations enable to fulfill many industrial measuring needs. The working scale can also 

cover a few cms or even measure large components with hundreds of meters. 

 
→ Real-time assistance for assembly tasks 
 
Dynamic referencing of multiple points with real-time photogrammetric approaches can be 
applied to assembly processed as an assistant and quality control solution. The approach 
consists on measuring the 3D position of multiple points attached to different objects (fixed one 
and moving ones) and to estimate in real-time the relative position among them in order to 
move an bring the parts to their nominal assembly location (see figure 21). This is call 
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Metrology/Measurement Assisted Assembly (MMA) [131–135]. Some similar applications have 
been solved until nowadays with LT technologies, combining more than one device for real-time 
applications. However, there exists an obvious limitation in terms of the number of points that 
can be measured at once by each system as LT technology only measure a point each time. In 
this sense, stereo or multi-view photogrammetric approaches present a huge advantage if they 
can keep on required accuracy and measuring ranges. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

a b 

Figure 21. Part positioning assistance according to a fixed reference with multi-point tracking real-time 
photogrammetry a) Point detection and identification b) 6 dof part monitoring and positioning assistance 

 
→ Deformation analysis 
 
Deformation analysis of static scenes is a common application in industrial photogrammetry to 
measure how a part geometry is modified under specific mechanical or thermal loads. The 
approach requires to carry out two independent measurements with or without external loads 
and then to compare the displacement of the control points. If these points are marked with 
coded points and a common coordinate system is used for both measurements, the results are 
directly comparable. If the coordinate system is not fixed between measurements an 
establishment of a common reference will be necessary to compare obtained results (see 
examples in figure 22). 
 
This kind of deflection studies can help to improve FEM based simulation and to understand the 
real behavior of certain parts under specific conditions. For example, it can be used to analyze 
the deformation of a vacuum vessel or to quantify which the gravity effect above a flexible part 
is. 
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a b 

Figure 22. Deformation analysis of vacuum vessel (a) and a flexible part (b) 

 
→ Stability monitoring of large structures 
 
Stereo or multi-view photogrammetric systems enable to monitor the motion and therefore the 
stability of control points above a rigid structure in order to control its stability through long 
periods. 
 
If the systems are fixed frames, the drift of 3D points can be directly compared in XYZ coordinate 
variation, whilst whether the system is not fixed reference points that define the reference 
frame are required to transform each measurement and allow this data comparison. In figure 
23, a hand-held photogrammetric system and reference targets attached to the structure of 
interest are presented. Usually, other PCMM technologies are employed as certified methods 
for similar measuring tasks. 
 
An example of a periodic non-fixed solution is presented in [136]. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 23. Portable coordinate measuring machines for structural health checking of CERN facilities. 
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→ Dynamic and vibration performance assessment 
 
High dynamics stereo systems [137] can monitor multiple points with very fast frequencies (up 
to 4000 Hz) which is useful for dynamic testing of parts and for vibration analysis. If the 
measuring speed of the system is higher than the required sampling for characterization the 
vibration modes, this optical approach can be used to acquire a set of consecutive images and 
by means of motion analysis estimate with is the displacement of each point for applied 
excitation. In this manner, the vibration of a system can be monitored and quantified as an 
alternative to existing technologies such as accelerometers or other transducers. Moreover, 
stereo devices can measure the vibration in a plane or 3D space broadening the applicability of 
this capability. 
In some cases, discrete targets are located above the sample while other times stochastic 
speckle patterns are printed or projected above the sample surface to increase the number and 
resolution of available surface points (see figure 24). 
 
An example of the study of wing testing is presented in [138]. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

a b 

Figure 24. High-speed camera system (a) for traction test with a speckled sample (b) 

 
→ Inspection of solar concentration approaches  
 
Solar concentration approaches are most of the time composed of plane or curved mirror facets 
mounted on supporting structure that defines the overall shape of the collector. This shape must 
be controlled during new prototype development and mirror assembly step to assure that real 
form fits nominal shape and therefore the thermal efficiency of the collector is compliant. 
Therefore, it is required to measure both geometric shape of all the structure but also the 
location and orientation of each facet as well as the position of light ray collectors in relation to 
the collector itself. 
 
Photogrammetry is well-suited to these needs as it enables large scale non-contact 
measurements of markers located above the collector surfaces [139–142]. Moreover, structure 
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stability can be analyzed in terms of gravitational and thermal effects and how their variation 
affects the form of the structure (see figure 25b).  
 
 

 

 

 

 
a b 

Figure 25. Calibration of heliostats in a solar plant (a) and cylindrical parabolic concentrator verification (b) 

Another approach of photogrammetry deals with supporting structure verification and 
deformation analysis due to thermal and gravity effects. The solution is called In-line Quality 
Control for Support Frames of Collector Modules[98]. Other camera-based integrated solutions 
do calibrate simultaneously the orientation of the heliostats according to fixed references in 
order to guarantee the tracking of the sun (see figure a). 
 
→ Part inspection and scanning  
 
The most widespread application of the optical measuring system is the inspection and testing 
of manufactured parts to check if they fulfill their conformity assessment which guarantees 
afterwards its functionality. From casting parts to machining ones, 3D scanning systems do 
permit to characterize geometric elements as well as freeform surfaces as part of quality control 
processes. Moreover, they are well suited to first article inspection (FAI) or even to mass 
production demands by means of automation of both acquisition and data processing strategies. 
Resulting sparse point clouds or dense ones do enable to verify part shape and dimensions as 
well as further data analysis. For example, dense point clouds can be fitted to parametric 
surfaces by means of reverse engineering and they can also be employed for FEM model 
validation and adjustment.  
 
Independently to point cloud density, a common procedure to check if the part is fit to purpose 
is to carry out actual data to CAD comparison as it is shown in figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Model-based definition and CAD comparison of surface points 

 
→ Microstructure testing 
 
DIC based approaches can enhance merging manufacturing processes such as laser metal 
deposition (LMD) additive manufacturing where part geometry is distorted each time a new 
layer is deposited above the previous one [143]. DIC approach monitors layer deposition process 
controlling and quantifying material behavior from each deposition to each stabilization. 
Moreover, it determines surface point deformation and strain from a set of acquired images. 
The stochastic surface pattern required for image processing algorithms is guaranteed by an 
external light projection source. In the following figure, part deformation is presented during a 
phase of the manufacturing process and this result is used to enhance process thermal modelling 
(see figure 27). 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 27. Measurement of in-situ distortions of part geometry  
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→ Robotic CMM 
 
As mentioned in the classification of photogrammetric configurations, more and more industrial 
and collaborative robotics are integrating 3D scanning sensors on their end-effector (see figure 
28). The goal is to scan a part with high accuracy and flexibility in a few time. Within this aim, 
former solutions used reference markers located on part supporting fixture in order to 
transform all the partial scans to a common reference system. This way the robot positioning 
accuracy is not conditioning the accuracy of the achieved 3D point cloud.  Edge-cutting solutions 
are not using this approach an instead are employing high accuracy robots and their pose 
positioning values to stitch all partial scan to a common point cloud. Apart from requiring robot 
accuracy at least during the overall scanning, these solutions are dependent on sense calibration 
in relation robot base coordinate system. Usually, this is carried out scanning some calibrated 
geometries in different robot poses which determines the transformation between measuring 
system coordinate system and robot end-effect point. 
 
Some examples of this kind of measuring solutions are presented below [144]. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

a b 

Figure 28. Robotic CMM with markers all around the fixture (a) and without them (b)[145] 

 
→ Mobile robot and Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) localization 
 
Another application of photogrammetry deals with autonomous robot localization [146,147] in 

relation to known markers located around a workshop.  The solution is based on a camera which 

projects Infra-red (IR) light rays to the environment and receives back the reflection of coded 

markers located around a workshop. Each marker is coded which enables not only to define the 

relative position between the marker and the camera, but also the orientation. In this measuring 

approach, if the camera is attached to a mobile robot, its position and orientation can be 

controlled in large working areas [148]. The basis for localization estimation is the space 

resection photogrammetric technique, which estimates where an object is in relation to fixed 

known marker based on image processing techniques and reprojected image point minimization 

(see figure 29). 

http://metrology.news/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/3D-Infotech-Automated-Metrology-Solution.jpg
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Figure 29. Indoor localization of mobile robots 

 

→ Verification and kinematic calibration of industrial robots 
 
Robot kinematic calibration [149–156] is the process of establishing real kinematic parameters 
and consequently improving the absolute positioning performance of such systems. Although 
industrial robots’ repeatability can be high, the accuracy is not so. This is due to the lack of 
identification of real geometric joint and arm dimensions and their relative position. Many 
methods do already provide robot characterization in terms of kinematic calibration, but most 
employed methods are based on optical systems such as LT [157,158] or optical CMMs [159,160] 
(see figure 30 for examples). The calibration process comprises an automatic measurement 
process which registers a discrete number of robot poses all around its working volume. Once 
these positions and orientations are measured with external devices, kinematic parameter 
identification is established by means of iterative minimization strategies. The verification of the 
adjustment and achieved robot performance is carried out by ISO standards (9283 Robot 
performance analysis). 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

a[161] b[162] 

Figure 30. Robot calibration approaches a) LT technology b) Optical CMM technology 
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3.5 Current limitations & barriers 
 

In the following lines, some remarks of current industrial photogrammetric limitations are 

mentioned from different point of views. Further hardware and software solutions are expected 

to integrate these missing functionalities to cope with more advanced and flexible solutions. 

Simulation: 

• Tools for synthetic image generation are missing which could be used to simulate and design 

the suitability of the image acquisition procedure. Engineering platforms can deal with these 

issues, but customized solutions need to be prepared and adjusted. 

• Lack of industrial simulation tools (SA-VSTARS©) and complexity of turnkey solution 

development and testing (Matlab©, Halcon©, Phox©) are real. Even more, process 

optimization from the point of view of the number of cameras and network disposition is still 

a pendant issue like other complex measuring procedures. 

• Available simulation tools require specific measuring setups that not correspond to real 

procedures and error sources. 

Photogrammetric modeling: 

• Camera calibration models are not prepared for very wide view angles (fisheye lens) or have 

view angle limitations. 

• Industrial algorithms assuming contour-based photogrammetric measurement are not 

available for task-specific application requirement. Photogrammetry based on contour-

based data is not implemented in commercial solutions. 

• Industrial tools are like black boxes which photogrammetric model is not editable at the time 

being. 

Data acquisition & available hardware: 

• The addition of dense matching surface reconstruction requires specific image acquisition 

procedures and parametrization that is not currently defined by equipment manuals. 

• High-resolution cameras enable to obtain a higher 3D point resolution but the amount of 

data that is generated can happen to be memory consuming and big files reduce the yield of 

data processing software. 

 

Image & data processing 

• Smarter and more robust algorithms to solve the image correspondence are required to 

speed up 3D surface reconstruction approaches where this processing phase conditions 

further estimations. 

• Offline multi-view approaches are time-consuming with a high amount of data which results 

in reliability decreasing compared with real-time approaches. 

• High accuracy automatic image orientation without targets is necessary avoiding target 

location preparation around the part or the scene to be measured. Another approach could 

deal with image orientation by means of a fusion of target and markerless methods which 

would improve the performance of hand-held offline photogrammetric solutions. 
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• Automated feature-based pattern recognition and therefore triangulation is not a common 

functionality for industrial software. This should avoid the use of nests to carry out specific 

geometric element measurement. 

Uncertainty assessment 

• Accuracy is limited when image resection algorithms are applied because of high parameter 

correlation among pitch and yaw with planar displacements. Angle measurement restriction 

can deal with this matter improving achievable accuracy. 

• Bundle block adjustment approaches require expert measuring image acquisition procedures 

to assure model convergence and result achievement below certain threshold values. 

• Uncertainty estimation of both intrinsic and extrinsic calibration tasks is missing which 

directly affects 3D coordinate accuracy. 

• Most of the industrial close-range photogrammetric softwares do not offer this functionality 

as they have not implemented Montecarlo based uncertainty assessment approaches. 

General insights 

• Although applications dealing with computer vision are using targetless approaches, 

industrial close-range photogrammetry is based on artificial targets to solve the orientation 

and triangulation problem, as well as camera calibration with high accuracy. 

• Data fusion for multi-modal approaches with several sensor type combination is lacking for 

industrial application 

• Dense reconstruction functionalities. Software packages are adapting to this need. 

• Camera and network calibration based on natural features are available, but it must be 

improved in order to be applied in high accuracy applications. 

 

3.6 Trends and challenges 
 

The trends and challenges of photogrammetric solutions concentrate on developing higher 

performance systems from the point of view of hardware and software functionalities. This 

improvement addresses among other higher dynamic applications, accurate markerless 

approaches for 3D surface reconstruction and multiple feature 3D location, more robust and 

flexible photogrammetric solutions for integration into production workshops, faster and still 

higher accuracy solutions with low investment, multi-sensor fusion for advanced applications, 

higher resolution and point density, etc. 

 

One of the main drawbacks now is still the requirement to use targets for high accuracy 

approaches both for camera calibration, orientation as well as point triangulation. Although this 

is partially avoided by means of light projection above the surface, this solution is not flexible 

for large parts or components. Therefore, smarter image processing algorithms are required not 

only to increase the accuracy in the triangulation of natural feature points but also for automatic 

and simultaneous geometric element determination purpose. It is in this scenery where SFM 

approaches are being fused with traditional photogrammetric solutions aiming to reach high 

accuracy eliminating the preparation of the surfaces to be studied. Many efforts are still pending 

to get this goal. 
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Another main limitation of current systems is the lack of suitable virtual simulation tools fed by 

synthetic images that could help not only to design a fit to purpose measuring procedure but 

even to improve it in terms of camera distribution and the number of reference points. Besides, 

model contemplating contour-based approaches will help to solve different applications such as 

bin-picking or live tracking of geometric components without markers. 

 

Finally, camera orientation approaches might be improved by known restrictions in order to gain 

accuracy of specific parameters and minimize the high correlation among camera center 

rotation and translation among multi-view approaches. The control of restricted degrees of 

freedom for some parameters could help the photogrammetric user to obtain higher accuracy 

results as well as simplify the image acquisition procedure. 

 

Some examples of coming research that it is not still integrated into industrial solutions are 

introduced and mentioned below.  

 

3D thermal mapping 

 

3D thermal mapping means to obtain 3D point clouds with thermal values for each point. It is a 

fusion of 3D scanning and infra-red (IR) vision to achieve multi-modal data of scenes where there 

is a need for monitoring both geometric and thermal information. First, a calibration between 

employed technologies must be solved with and secondly a data mapping is carried to assign 

thermal data to 3 points or vice versa. It can be very useful in applications where a high 

correlation between both magnitudes is present. For example, in applications related to energy 

[163,164] or emerging manufacturing processes based on laser material deposition. 

 

Dense matching of textured surfaces 

Dense matching technologies are usually applied in computer vision applications to scan 

textured parts [27,120,165,166]. However, its adaptation to industrial parts is still a pending 

issue. Although the latest software packages are adapting this functionality, it is not by far a 

standard procedure and therefore it must be studied in more detail for industrial part inspection 

purposes. Aspects such as data resolution, processing time and spatial accuracy of automatic 

approaches will directly define the scope and adaptability of these techniques for industrial 

requirements. 

Its main novelty arises from feature-based camera calibration and camera network automatic 

estimation which reduces the achievable accuracy of the photogrammetric problem. As a 

reference, accuracy of 2-3 times less is achieved compared to traditional photogrammetry based 

on targets. This accuracy needs to be improved to replace traditional approach and within this 

aim better image data processing algorithms are required. The time-consuming processing time 

for large data sets has also to be optimized by fast data handling strategies. 

 

Constrained modelling 

 

In many photogrammetric scenarios, the employed photogrammetric models to solve camera 

calibration, camera orientation, as well as 3D point achievement, are ill-conditioned due to 
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restrictions in terms of acquired images or even available 2D data corresponding to control and 

reference point on the images. This matter directly affects the output results and their 

uncertainty which may not fulfill the conformity assessment. A possible alternative to improve 

this limitation is to add restrictions for space resection and bundle block adjustment algorithm 

in order to make easier and more robust their performance and therefore to obtain more 

accurate and reliable results. These restrictions can be applied in terms of known camera 

calibration or camera network orientation values, which would improve camera position and 3D 

point coordinate estimation. 

 

Simultaneous multiple feature measurement 

 

In many photogrammetric applications there exist a need to measure multiple geometric 

elements at once and this is accomplished by locating target adapters above the geometries of 

interest. As the number of these elements increases the number of adapters increase 

proportionally which means that the investment for hundreds of control point is high as well as 

the required time to prepare the scene. Another limitation arises from the point of view of part 

dimension where the location of these adapters becomes a hard task when the accessibility to 

the part must be supported with extra structures such as ladders or bigger structures. 

Considering these limitations, novel photogrammetric solutions should enable to replace this 

inspection procedure with feature-based methods avoiding the need for adapters and 

maintaining the same accuracy level. Within this aim, image processing algorithms for 

customized geometry identification based on nominal data and triangulation must be improved. 

Now, this functionality is lacking in industrial software packages or must be manually assisted 

which is not efficient for multiple elements. Therefore, CAD data-based optical pointing 

functionalities, as well as feature detection and multi-point automatic triangulation, will 

enhance current system capabilities. 

 

Multi-task simulation tools  

 

Although few software packages offer the possibility to roughly estimate the relative accuracy 

of the bundle block adjustment or even to estimate the uncertainty of the 3D points, the 

simulation capabilities of current tools are very limited. Moreover, a combination of inspection 

3D software and photogrammetric software is required for this which is not convenient from 

the point of view of the user. Besides, this simulation solution only offers the possibility to 

estimate the uncertainty of control points defined by targets and they do not integrate other 

photogrammetric models that are not based in point triangulation (for example contour-based 

approaches). Further software packages should include this kind of functionalities to fulfill 

industrial requirements and assure more suitable use of this kind of technologies. An example 

of a virtual planning environment for automated 3D scanning is the Virtual Measuring Room 

(VMR©) platform of GOM©, which deals with photogrammetric simulation and robotic 

scanning offline simulation and robot measuring path programming.  
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The methodologies employed in this thesis follow the main steps of any photogrammetric 

solution applying some improvements and modifications in terms of image processing and novel 

model development to a traditional workflow. These methods are also employed as the basis 

for remote sensing approaches.  It is important to remark and highlight the close relationship 

between computer vision and photogrammetry and how they share common problems. 

Principle differences arise from accuracy aspects that are tightened in photogrammetric 

applications.  

In order to understand better what the basis of all case studies are, some general remarks of 

what is required in each step are mentioned and highlighted in this chapter. The goal is not going 

in deep detail for each matter, but to explain what it is about and give suitable references in 

case more detailed analysis from readers is required. 

 

Moreover, the contribution of this thesis is presented in the workflow where meaningful 

approaches have been developed and adapted as an alternative to usual methods. Although 

each case study in chapter 5 is solved independently, contributions are introduced in the overall 

photogrammetric workflow to place each enhancement in its corresponding processing step. 

The objective is to enable applying these improvements in further solutions where it proceeds. 

As it is presented below, the thesis has provided new methods to simulate the performance of 

specific measuring models, it has developed new images acquisition procedures, it has 

employed a priori CAD data to enhance point detection, it has employed imagery data for 

surface point reconstruction, etc… 

 

4.1 Fundamentals and description 
 

Photogrammetry is a measuring technique based on images that reconstruct 3D information by 

means of the triangulation principle. If an object point is seen by two images from different 

known locations and the correspondence of image points is established, mathematical models 

permit to intersect this object point and to obtain its 3D information (XYZ coordinates). Hence, 

two general problems have to figure out, calibration and point triangulation. Whereas 

calibration comprises intrinsic and extrinsic parameter identification, triangulation faces 3D 

point reconstruction from homologous image points in several images. 

In general, photogrammetry is a science or technology that enables to obtain 3D precise 

information from 2D image data sets of one (mono), two (stereo) or several views (multi-view). 

It is based on a camera model which tries to describe how the light behaves when it is projected 

from the 3D scene to 2D image plane through a camera lens. The fundamentals for any approach 

deal with camera calibration, point identification and matching, exterior orientation and 3D 

point triangulation.  
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The overall problem is also known as SFM which deals with the same matter for 3D scanning, 

referencing or augmented reality applications based on feature points and matching (FM). Both 

approaches require to estimate the orientation (poses) of employed calibrated cameras in order 

to triangulate corresponding points from 2D data sets and reconstruct the 3D information (see 

figure 31). Whereas photogrammetry is oriented to sparse point cloud estimation, SFM 

combined with dense matching targets to obtain dense point clouds once the photogrammetric 

step has been solved based. Many applications (robot navigation, augmented reality, computer 

vision, autonomous driving) must solve this problem in order to track, scan or characterize 3D 

scenarios from camera sensor technology. 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Structure from motion problem[167]   

Aiming 3D point and camera motion estimation, the workflow consists of the following steps 
and workflow: 

1. Offline camera intrinsic calibration 

2. Preparation of the object and measuring scenario. Target and scale bar positioning. 

3. Image acquisition  

4. Image processing for detection, identification and extraction of coded and non-coded 
targets and geometric features through all acquired images. Outlier image point detection 
and rejection. 

5. For each stereo pair of consecutive images, the correspondence among image data points 
is established. Key points are detected and identified, the image point data is extracted 
based on different operators and finally, the matching among inlier points is determined. 
Image point codification is used to automate relative orientation estimation based on coded 
targets. This correspondence among 2D data sets is saved in a structure that defines the 
relationship among data points (coded and not coded) and cameras. 

6. Based on previously determined image data, the relative pose (camera orientation and 
location) is estimated according to a previous camera view. 

7. Each relative pose is transformed into the first camera view in order to define a common 
and absolute coordinate system. 

8. 3D rough points are estimated by means of triangulation based on absolute camera poses 
and corresponding matched image points. 
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9. BA refinement method is applied to estimate camera poses and 3D points that minimize the 
overall mean error among observed points and reprojected ones for every camera view. If 
the image data set is well-conditioned, even intrinsic calibration can be solved by BA 
methods. 

10. The 3D scene is scaled up and rigidly transformed to world coordinate system that finally 
represents the output results (3D points and camera poses). 

 

Whereas offline photogrammetric systems do need to go through all these steps to solve point 
triangulation, real-time systems carry out the calibration prior to measurements (offline 
approach) thus they can directly apply triangulation (see the workflow in Figure 32). Anyway, 
point identification and matching are also required previous to multi-point triangulation.  

 

  
a b 

Figure 32. Offline (a) and online (b) photogrammetric workflow 

 

In the case of dense 3D reconstruction applications, the previous result is employed as input 
data to estimate interactively a dense matched set of points trough all images and compute 
surface 3D points. However, the camera network and absolute poses are already known, as well 
as camera intrinsic parameters. The workflow for this use case is similar but the operators and 
algorithms for surface point determination are different as well as available information 
quantity management and accuracy aspects in 3D point determination. In fact, although the 
camera network geometry is well known, accurate and continuous surface data reconstruction 
strongly depends on rich surface texture and image data similarity from different views. If all 
these parameters are well-conditioned, even pixel-level resolution can be achieved depicting 
very large point clouds (millions of points). 
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4.2 Coordinate systems and data transformation 
 

Defining the different coordinate systems in a photogrammetric approach is important to follow 

the meaning of employed parameters and to understand which the relationship among them is 

and how 2D image points are transformed to 3D spatial points. From raw image data in pixel 

coordinates to metric image points and output object points, the extracted data from imagery 

is transformed among different coordinate systems  which is the basis of photogrammetric 

modelling. Therefore, a detailed description of each CS is presented as follows: 

 

4.2.1 Pixel coordinate system 

 

The origin of a pixel CS is usually defined in the upper left side of an image (see figure 33), 

with the axis pointing left to right (columns) and up to down (rows) directions with 

increasing pixel coordinates. This CS is a method to discretize the image data and use the 

same criteria for all local image and data sets. Although the column and row number are 

fixed, the extracted data can deal with sub-pixel accuracy which directly improves the final 

accuracy of the employed model. 

 

 

Figure 33. Pixel coordinate system 

4.2.2 Image point coordinate system 
 

Once the image data has been detected and extracted in pixel CS, it is usually transformed 

to image point CS (2D). The employed parameter to convert pixel coordinates to image point 

is the pixel size in metric units (see figure 34). This is an intrinsic characteristic of each 

camera and enables represent the data of interest in metric coordinates. Apart from this, it 

is common to change the origin of the CS to the principal point which corresponds to the 

intersection of the camera projection axis and image plane. Axis orientation is also modified 

to make Z axis the one out of the plane, but this rotation depends on employed model 

criteria. 
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Figure 34. Image coordinate system 

 

4.2.3 Camera coordinate system 

 

Camera CS is a 3D reference system parallel to image CS (see figure 35). In fact, it is similar 

to an image point CS but with an origin translated the principal distance value in the Z axis.  

This manner, the image points are converted to 3D space adding a Z coordinate which 

corresponds to the principal distance parameter (f). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 35.Camera coordinate system 

 

4.2.4 Object or World point coordinate system 

 

The object CS, also called world CS, is the common reference for all image CS and it is the 

one the output results are referred to (see figure 36). The object CS can be defined with 

known control points or sometimes it corresponds to a reference camera CS (usually the 

first). Both camera extrinsics and object 3D point coordinates corresponding to a 

photogrammetric solution, are expressed in relation to this CS. In order to change this 

reference, rigid transformation is usually applied based on fitted geometric elements, 

required control points or even calibrated artifact. 
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a b 

Figure 36. Object coordinate system. Camera-based world CS (a) and Calibration Pattern-Based Coordinate System (b)  

 

4.2.5 Transformation among CS 
 

In order to transform image data from CS to another, as well as to change the CS they are 

referred to, rigid plane and spatial transformations are applied. A transformation deals with not 

only the translation of the CS’s origin [X0, Y0, Z0] but also with the rotation of the axis 

(R=Rx*Ry*Rz). Whereas plane rigid transformation is based on 3 dof, spatial affine 

transformation requires to know 6 dof (translation=3 & rotation=3) among the reference and 

target CS (see equation 2). 

Plane transformation and rigid affine 3D transformation are defined as follows (rotation and 

translation criteria): 

 

𝑋 = 𝑋0 + 𝑅 ∗ 𝑋                 (1) 

[
𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

] = [

𝑋0

𝑌0

𝑍0

] + [

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜅 −𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜅 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜅 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜅 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜅 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜅 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜅 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜅 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜅 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜅 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

] ∗ [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧

]          (2) 

 

Where planar transformation is a simplification of spatial transformation where translation in 

Z0=0 and rotations around X (Rw) and Y axis (Rφ) are null. 

 

4.3 Central projection camera model and collinearity equations 
 

In many fields such as photogrammetry, augmented reality and computer vision applications it 

is usual to employ camera sets to measure 3D points from 2D image data. Traditionally the 

pinhole camera model is used to describe how a 3D world point (P) in the object space is 

projected towards an image plane defining a 2D pixel point (P’). This model does not consider a 

lens and assumes that the aperture of that camera is a discrete point (O) (see figure 37). Thus, 

no geometric lens distortion nor other optical errors in scene focusing and light projection 

behavior is included. Therefore, these models are usually complemented with lens distortion 
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parameters (radial, tangential) to characterize in a more realistic manner light performance 

through a camera lens. 

As a mathematical definition of this behavior, collinearity equations are used, which materialize 

a pinhole camera model considering distortion parameters. Therefore, a pinhole camera model 

can be compensated for becoming a representative model of how a camera model depicts a 3D 

scene. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 37. Pinhole camera model and 3D object to 2D image plane projection  

 

The collinearity equations (see equations 3 & 4) are a set of two equations that correspond to 

the central projection of a 3D world point into a 2D image point. They use the compensated 

pinhole camera model to approximate how the light is projected from the 3D scene to 2D image 

plane considering and optical center and real optical aberrations. 

 

𝑥 − 𝑥0 = −𝑐
𝑚11(𝑋−𝑋0)+𝑚21(𝑌−𝑌0)+𝑚31(𝑍−𝑍0)

𝑚13(𝑋−𝑋0)+𝑚23(𝑌−𝑌0)+𝑚33(𝑍−𝑍0)
+ 𝛥𝑦              (3) 

𝑦 − 𝑦0 = −𝑐
𝑚12(𝑋−𝑋0)+𝑚22(𝑌−𝑌0)+𝑚32(𝑍−𝑍0)

𝑚13(𝑋−𝑋0)+𝑚23(𝑌−𝑌0)+𝑚33(𝑍−𝑍0)
+ 𝛥𝑥              (4) 

 
Where, 
 
x, y: image point coordinates 
x0, y0: principal point coordinates 
c: focal length 
X0, Y0, Z0: projection center coordinates in the reference coordinate system 

X, Y, Z: object coordinates in the reference coordinate system 
mij = rotation matrix elements (M) between the image coordinate system and reference 
coordinate system 
Δx, Δy = additional parameters corresponding to distortion parameters 

Δx and Δy systematic distortion errors are defined in different ways depending on the 

implementation but some examples are Brown and Fraser models [168]. An example of a 
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polynomial description of the radial distortion is presented in equations 5 and 6, where r is the 

radial distance of the pixel from the principal point and x or y are the image coordinates of the 

corresponding pixels. 

 

∆𝑥 = 𝑥
∆𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑟
;        ∆𝑦 = 𝑦

∆𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑟
                 (5) 

∆𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝐾0𝑟 +  𝐾1𝑟3 + 𝐾2𝑟5 + 𝐾3𝑟7                (6) 

 

It is important to remark that the pinhole camera is representative of wide-angle lens behavior 

but is not applicable to lenses with a higher view angle such as a fisheye lens. This kind of lenses 

is usually modeled by adapted polynomial equations that fit better to their working performance 

and optical aberrations [169–171]. Nevertheless, this kind of lenses is not so common in 

industrial fields although they are advisable when a large field of views are required with sort 

working distances. 

 

4.4 Geometric constraints   
 

Geometric constraints are common for any photogrammetric set-up as they describe the 

theoretical assumptions and mathematical foundations of light ray performance. These 

constraints are the basis for camera modelling and algorithms solving the correspondence 

problem n. Hence, the photogrammetric methods are based on these fundamentals to simplify 

light behavior and projection from 3D space to the image plane. Moreover, they try to avoid 

geometric ambiguities of central projection principles. 

Three main constraints are the basics of photogrammetry: collinearity, coplanarity, and 

coangularity [172]. Whereas collinearity is considered in every camera set-up, coplanarity and 

coangularity restrictions are applied among different cameras to set their relative absolute 

orientation.  

Collinear means that several points are lying on the same line. This description applied to 

photogrammetry describes the central projection of a 3D point to the image plane (2D point) 

through the camera model projection center. Collinearity equations do define mathematically 

this behavior (see figure 37). 

Coplanar means that several points are lying on the same plane. This is common in stereo pairs 

where a 3D point, its corresponding 2D image points and both camera projection center are part 

of the same plane (see figure 38). This is the basis of the correspondence problem and simplifies 

its resolution by means of epipolar geometry considerations. 
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Figure 38. Coplanarity condition in a stereo pair 

 

Coangular means that the angle between two points is the same in different projection planes. 

Applied to photogrammetry means that the angle between two given points seen from the 

projection center in the object space is equal to the angle between the images of these points 

(see figure 39). This restriction is useful to solve space resection problem by means of 

trigonometric relationships and considerations. 

 

 
Figure 39. Coangularity condition 

 

4.5 Camera calibration 
 

As mentioned before, SFM methods are based on calibrated cameras which means that the 

intrinsic parameters, as well as lens distortion parameters, have already been characterized by 

means of camera calibration procedures. These methods can be applied offline or inline (self-

calibration) and there exist multiple algorithms that overcome this issue. A bibliographic review 

is presented by [173,174]. Whereas offline methods are easy to apply, and algorithms are 

available, inline methods are more demanding as they try to solve intrinsic calibration all at once 
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with camera pose and 3D point determination. For it, camera network, as well as point 

distribution around the 3D scene, needs to fulfill some requirements and many times the BA 

problem it is ill-conditioned. Images with camera rotation around the optical axis are 

recommended to solve these matters and ensure accurate intrinsic parameter identification. 

These turned images do contribute to figuring out calibration ambiguities due to optical 

aberration symmetry. Thus, although industrial photogrammetric systems offer this self-

calibration functionality, they can also be fed by offline calibration results. 

 

Camera calibration deals with the estimation and correction of camera parameters and optical 

distortions that do not correspond to ideal pinhole camera performance. Therefore, mechanical 

constructive and assembly imperfections, as well as optical ones, must be modeled and 

characterized in order to use them and obtain higher accuracy 3D data. There already exist many 

different models and mathematical approaches (linear and non-linear methods) that aim to 

identify these parameters. The most usual ones are direct linear transformation (DLT) [175,176], 

Tsai [177,178], Zhang [179,180] and Faugeras [181] methods. Others are also used based on 

these ones or combined models.  

However, most of them consider similar error parameters for light 3D to 2D projection. A general 

brief introduction is presented as follows: 

The intrinsic parameters of a camera are defined by the focal length (f) and projection center (C) 

also called projection point (see figure 40). The focal length describes the normal distance 

between the image plane and the projection center, whereas the principal point determines 

which the position of the pinhole center point from which all light rays pass through is. In real 

cases, both the focal length and principal point need to be corrected due to mechanical 

manufacturing and assembly imperfections. 

 

Figure 40. Camera model and intrinsic parameter calibration 

 

Apart from intrinsic camera parameters, there exist other errors related to lens form (radial 

distortion) and mounting issues (tangential distortion). As the name indicates, each of the errors 

generates a specific distortion type. Radial distortion (see figure 41) is due to light bending in 

the lens areas that are far from projection center, whereas tangential distortion (see figure 42) 
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is because of a misalignment between image plane and lens. Usually, both parts are corrected 

in collinearity equations as an extra parameter (see equation 3 and 4) which enables to model 

more realistic 2D and therefore obtaining more accurate 3D points. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

a b c 

Figure 41. Radial distortion. a) Negative distortion, b) no distortion, c) positive distortion 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a b 

Figure 42. Tangential distortion. a) Zero tangential distortion (sensor and lens parallel) b) Tangential distortion (sensor 
and lens unparallel) 

There exist more complex and complete camera models that consider other optical 

imperfections as well as specific models for lenses with a high view angle. In this thesis, high 

tech industrial cameras have been studied which corresponds to described principles and 

fundamentals. 

 

4.6 Measuring process simulation 
 

The simulation of the measuring process is a demanding task that it is not addressed for many 

measuring procedures. The simulation in advance of complex measuring procedures is a 

challenging issue that needs to estimate system reliable performance combining measuring 

device accuracy (MPE) and measuring scenario restrictions. This capability enables a proper 

selection not only of the most suitable technology but also designing the measuring procedure 

and previewing the results that will be obtained during the monitorization. This manner, the 

acceptance criteria for the measurement is checked before any measuring attempt is carried 
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out and the feasibility of the measurement is assured. This a priori planning prevents the 

measuring operator from encountering not previously considered difficulties during the 

measurement. Another advantage is to design the measurement and to simplify it according to 

the measuring requirements. The applied methodology that is employed for the simulation 

comprises these main steps: 

• Instrument modeling 

• Network definition for target points and instrument location 

• Measurement fabrication 

• Visibility analysis for the network considering line of sight restrictions and ascertain 

where measurements can and cannot be taken. 

• Parametrization of simulation inputs 

• Simulation running 

• Uncertainty results analysis 

After the results are obtained a new design of the network can be established considering the 

improvement and optimization of them till measuring requirements are reached. This iteration 

is sometimes automatic but most of the times requires manual edition based on operator 

experience. 

In order to face the photogrammetric measuring process simulation few industrial tools are 

available, and their prediction is limited by error source qualitative characterization and 

implementation. From simulation software for CMMs such as VCMM© (see figure 43) which 

comprises a full characterization of each influencing parameter to available tools for portable 

systems, a gap is detected for simulation of photogrammetry. Although academic tools such as 

Phox© or even the combination of SA© and VSTARS© for simulation do allow to carry out some 

predictions, they lack the capability of considering multiple critical error sources in 

photogrammetry. Besides, the uncertainty estimation is focused on point triangulation without 

considering the uncertainty of intrinsic and extrinsic calibration. Therefore, customized tools or 

more advanced industrial tools are expected to be developed to fill this need. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 43. A simulation tool for CMM task-specific measurement and uncertainty assessment 
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4.6.1 Main contribution 
 

The contribution of the thesis in terms of measuring process deep simulation has been studied 

in case study 2 where the pose of the cylinder is estimated with uncertainty values. For this, a 

Montecarlo based simulation chain has been applied once the geometric model has been 

developed. This simulation tool is fed by statistical variations of error sources that directly affect 

the performance and output result of the model. Varying the input values of influencing 

parameters in each iteration, the probabilistic assessment of the cylinder’s pose is established. 

Studying the standard deviation of the output values distribution it is possible to determine the 

uncertainty of the cylinder pose which is employed to analyze the conformity assessment of the 

model in relation to accuracy requirements.  

The same approach is applicable to triangulation-based models which is the basis for SA©-

VTARS© photogrammetric simulation tool. However, the model is not editable and error source 

statistical distribution is only applied for image coordinate noise. Hence, the simulation results 

have to be taken into account as a rough estimation of 3D point uncertainties.  

 

In case study 1 (see figure 44) the simulation based on Montecarlo applied to LT technology has 

been employed as an estimation tool quantify the uncertainty of this measuring approach as 

reference data. As this technology is nowadays established as a certificated method, it is 

important to control which the accuracy of reference results is. In fact, the described 

methodology can be used for performance comparison of measuring technologies like LTs, 3D 

scanners, and photogrammetry-based solutions. All of them are portable CMMs that permit to 

measure the 3D position of points of a part or structure, so as to carry out the verification and 

even the monitorization of this kind of components. The differences among them are mainly the 

accuracy, number of measured points, the measuring speed, range, etc...  

A similar simulation but applied to photogrammetry has been employed in case study 2 (see 

figure 44) based on point triangulation approach to understand achievable accuracies based on 

target-based approaches. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

a b 

Figure 44. Uncertainty assessment by means of simulation for point-based approaches in complex measuring 
procedures. a) LT technology for case study 1 b) Point-based photogrammetry applied to case study 2  
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4.7 Close-range photogrammetric workflow 
 

Once explained how the camera model is defined, existing geometric limitations, considered 

lens distortions and mathematical representation of all of it, the traditional photogrammetric 

workflow is described in more detail to understand which the challenges and limitation of each 

step and corresponding algorithms are as well as how they are tackled. The simplified workflow 

is: 

1. Offline camera calibration (if required) 

2. Preparation of the object 

3. Image acquisition 

4. Image point detection, identification, and extraction 

5. Image matching 

6. Relative orientation  

7. Exterior orientation  

a. Calibration methods→ space resection, stereo-calibration, self-calibration (BA) 

8. Triangulation 

9. Scaling and referencing of a 3D scene 

10. Output data analysis 

 

4.7.1 Preparation of the object 
 

The preparation of the object and the measuring scenario in photogrammetry is a time-
consuming task, especially for large and hardly accessible parts. It supposes to place the artificial 
targets (coded and non-coded ones, passive or active ones) all around the part considering 
control points, camera orientation matters, and triangulation aspects. For instance, the criteria 
for the placement of the coded targets is the following one:  
 

• Minimum 5 common targets between different images. Robustness is improved if they are 
8 or more targets 

• Size of the target should ensure an approximate image size of 10 pixels (also non-coded 
targets) 

• Do not overexpose or underexpose the reference points 

• Keep constant camera settings 

• Targets must keep their position  

• Camera rotated images are recommended for self-calibration 
 

Besides, specific geometric features do require special adapters to define their location which 

supposes to acquire or manufacture measuring fixtures to cover such kind of inspection task.  

The larger the part is, the more the preparation time is. For example, the preparation of a wind 

turbine (rather accessible use case) takes approximately one hour of preparation (see figure 45). 

However, bigger parts or structures can suppose a whole day of preparation. Apart from laying 

the targets above the object, offline hand-held photogrammetric systems need to place with 

high stability a calibrated scale bar on the measuring scenario in order to scale up obtained 

results. 
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Figure 45. Preparation of the measuring object with targets (coded and uncoded) and calibrated bars 

 

Other aspects that prevent using target are demanding surfaces such as dusty ones, non-alloyed 

ones or even the ones that irradiate high temperature. In these cases, the placement of targets 

on the objects is hardly feasible or not enabled which makes more difficult to apply non-contact 

measuring approaches based on target photogrammetry.  

 

4.7.1.1 Main contribution 

 

The contribution of the thesis regarding object preparation step on a measuring task is 

straightforward. In fact, all case studies aim to avoid object preparation with artificial targets. In 

every case, natural features are employed not only for camera orientation estimation but also 

for 3D object reconstruction. In case study 1 few targets are used to solve a photogrammetric 

measurement and to take advantage of camera orientation results which enable to optically 

detect and estimate the position of specific geometric elements on the images. In case study 2 

contour points of the cylinder are used as input data for the model that estimates the pose of 

the cylinder. Therefore, targets placed all through the cylinder are not required. Finally, in case 

study 3, both photogrammetry and dense reconstruction are carried out without any target and 

this approach is compared to traditional one in terms of 3d data reconstruction and achieved 

accuracy. 

 

Hence, the absence or minimum object preparation is one of the main contributions of the thesis 

as enables to speed up the measuring processes and put in more flexibility compared to 

traditionally restricted measuring scenarios. 
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4.7.2 Image acquisition 
 
Once the scene is prepared, it is necessary to adjust the camera parameters to the lighting 

conditions of the room where the images are taken. Normally, in a photogrammetric process, 
the camera adjustment is set on the targets to be measured (maximum aperture and zoom of 
10x) combining camera parameters and flash power. Another important parameter is the 
working distance and depth of field (DOF) which encompass large ranges for industrial lenses. 
These parameters should be kept constant for the entire measurement to solve the 
photogrammetric BA. 

 
The identification of the camera with the software is automatic and therefore the 

parameters related to the sensor (resolution and image dimension) are determined 
automatically. However, it is necessary to verify these parameters and change them if necessary.  

 
Once the camera and its acquisition parameters have been set-up, the image acquisition 

process is executed depending on object dimensions, form, and surrounding space. Strictly 
speaking, usual image acquisition strategies are few and closely related to object form and size. 
If the object is round or presents 3D geometries, circular strategies are applied whereas the part 
is rather flat linear strategies do suit. In case the parts are quite small, even images from above 
of the part can be taken (see figure 46 and VSTARS© reference in annex for more detail). In 
every case, it is very important to keep constant illumination conditions or at least to set-up a 
robust camera parametrization to deal with possible variations. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

a b c 

Figure 46. Shooting methods and strategies a) Camera movement for a flat measuring object b) Camera movement 
for a 3D object c) Camera movement for a large 3D object 

 
As mentioned in the previous object preparation step, consecutive images do need to 

ensure an overlapping among the field of views which guarantees the relative orientation and 
consequently absolute one among all images. Coded targets are usually employed as a reference 
to solve the correspondence problem among images. At least 5 targets are necessary between 
image pairs to carry out the relative orientation, but a higher number of coded points is 
recommended to increase the accuracy. 
 

4.7.2.1 Main contribution 

 

The contribution in terms of image acquisition procedures arises for specific camera 

adjustments and camera to object orientation. Whereas target-based approaches do require a 

camera adjustment suitable for target identification, markerless approaches have to deal with 

focusing on natural geometric features. Not only ensuring a suitable focusing is required, but 

not to exceed certain angular viewing limits that guarantee better performance of presented 
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case studies. For instance, case study 1 requires not to take images of the object with angular 

orientations higher than 90˚, whereas dense matching strategies do limit point selection for 

accurate sparse point triangulation (see figure 47). 

In the case of camera parameter adjustment, industrial cameras have to be employed as nearly 

artistic photography tools instead of setting up standard parameters. It is really important to 

find a well-balanced camera parameter configuration that ensures a good contrast on the 

images of the natural features of interest. For it, working distance, lens aperture, shutter time, 

flash intensity (if required) and depth of field optical concepts have to be controlled and 

adjusted. 

With this aim, the combination between the image sensor and lens is studied so as to define the 

minimum focusing distance, the DOF and the resolution on the features to be measured. 

Depending on this parameter and the working distance, the features to be determined are more 

accurately defined. It should be pointed out that, in order to get a more accurate intrinsic 

calibration, camera parameters remain fixed during the acquisition. The most critical one is the 

focal distance, but the shutter time and the aperture of the lens remain also fixed throughout 

the image acquisition process. 

When it comes to the image acquisition process, it is necessary to consider what is intended 
to be measured. Therefore, in addition to photogrammetric aspects, a proper contrast of 
features of interest and triangulation of surface points should be guaranteed. For this, it is 
necessary to reach a compromise between a good angle of triangulation and an excessive 
change of perspective between consecutive images. Thus, high angular views should be avoided 
and angles ranging from 60 to 110º are recommended. Depending on the relative angle between 
pairs of images, the accuracy of the photogrammetric method or dense reconstruction stage will 
be enhanced. 

 
In addition to triangulation, it is important to take care of the internal calibration aspect, 

for which it is necessary to acquire rotated images on the image plane. Normally 4x 90º rotated 
images are acquired respectively at the beginning of the measurement. The same criteria for 
acquiring rotated images during the measurement is strongly recommended to enhance camera 
self-calibration. 
 

 
Figure 47. Camera shooting technique around the part. 
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4.7.3 Point detection, identification and extraction 
 

The first step in any photogrammetric approach after acquiring the image data set is to detect, 

identify, localize and extract in each image the features that need to be measured and the ones 

that are used for camera pose determination as well as scaling and absolute referencing 

purposes. These features can be natural elements such as specific geometric elements (circles, 

lines, vertices) or key points or artificial points defined by targets (coded or not) or even light 

projected patterns. Depending on each case, a different image processing algorithm [182] is 

required which handles to define in pixel coordinates the position of the features in each image 

with sub-pixel accuracy. Identification is another key matter in photogrammetry where 

unambiguous point denomination is critical for further matching and triangulation purposes. 

 

Usually, industrial photogrammetric approaches are based on artificial targets (white on black 

or vice versa) as they ensure a more precise spatial point definition and enable to automate 

many image data processing stages of the photogrammetric problem. For example, coded 

targets [183] are used to make more accurate camera intrinsic self-calibration and facilitate 

camera orientation estimation as the correspondence problem among stereo camera views is 

directly solved. Hence, image matching tasks are not mandatory. Besides, coded targets which 

are located in the calibrated scale bars (see figure 48 a) enable to automatically adjust the scale 

of triangulated points, define control points that are used for rigid transformation of 3D points 

or to even to automate measuring repetitive tasks for statistic or deformation case studies. 

Another common use is to employ point codification for eccentric probing real-time 

identification and tracking (see figure 48 b) for inspection purposes. 

 

 

  

 

 
 

a b 

Figure 48. Codification purposes. a) Calibrated length bars b) Hand-held eccentric probing for surface scanning[184]  

The coded targets are detected and unequivocally identified depending on their type of 

codification which is usually defined by each industrial solution. Their position, as well as 

orientation in image coordinates, is therefore robustly established reducing ambiguities and 

outlier data. There exist multiple codification alternatives as seen in figure 49 which aim to 

robustly define the identification of a point from different viewing angles. Codification patterns 

are divided into two main groups: coded bar (linear, radial or angular) or dot-based codification. 

Even numeric codification is available but less employed. Whereas dot-based codification offers 

a higher range of target codification, some industrial solutions prefer bar-based codification 
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because of its robustness. Every coded target is composed by characteristic geometry and a 

coded unequivocal coded patter. The accurate detection and identification of each target 

depend on aspects such as light condition, high resolution and contrast among background and 

the features printed on the targets. If these conditions are not fulfilled from different 

perspectives of the same scenarios, coded point codification and consequently image 

orientation would fail.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 49. Target codification approaches. a-f & i) Coded bars g,h) Dot codification j) Numeric codification[185]  

 

Systems based on a projection of structured light do also use coded light patterns to solve the 

correspondence between stereo approaches and permit real-time 3D point cloud triangulation 

and acquisition. Similar to artificial coded targets, its manufacturer employs a different point 

codification strategy to assure correspondence between stereo views. Depending on the 

projected light pattern, aspects such as spatial point resolution as well as data acquisition speed 

are variable. Whilst initial scanners used to employ mechanical approaches to project a set of 

fringed patterns above the surface of interest, latest projectors employ digital image codification 

to achieve the same objective. Besides, improved thermal stability of novel light sources such as 

blue ones [186,187], has enabled an accurate triangulation between cameras and the projector 

itself, which enlarges the applicability of these systems to measure more complex geometries 

and to obtain a more dense point cloud in each capture. Latest approaches are applying fast 

light pattern codification schemes aiming to fulfill in-line measuring speed requirements. This is 

achieved reducing the sequential pattern projection strategies and employing one-shot complex 

patterns based on translational and color information. Other approaches aim to solve limitations 

with reflective surfaces or shadows based on diffuse structured light or even preparing the 

surfaces with specific sprays. An overview of common patterns is shown in Figure 50 and deeply 

described in [188,189]. 
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Figure 50. Structured light codification patterns with translational symmetry 

 

In relation to uncoded targets, they are usually round circular points (see Figure 51 a) with a 

surrounding area that creates a high contrast for the contour points. They can be manufactured 

with passive or reflective materials to enhance their detection in light-demanding scenarios and 

provide a precise center of the target. Active targets materialized with light bulbs are also 

available for special environments. In relation to fixing options, different approaches are offered 

by industrial providers, such as adhesive targets (point-based or multi-point strips), magnetic 

targets or even special adapters for specific feature measurement. 

Precise center determination is critical for orientation and triangulation processing step and 

directly affects their achievable accuracy. 

 

 
       
 

         

 
 

 

 

 
 

a b c 

Figure 51. Type of non-coded targets a) retroreflective adhesive target b) Active spherical target c) Special target 
adapter 

The most common algorithms and operators employed for the detection and extraction of the 

center for this kind of targets are listed below: 

• Centroid method [190]: Measurement of a target by centroid calculation of grey values 

above a threshold within the measurement window (see figure 52). This method is a 
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weighted mean of the pixel coordinates in the processing window and it is well suited 

to symmetric patterns. It works properly even for small features as far as the shape of 

the targets is not distorted. The achievable accuracy is between 0.03-0.05 pixels for 

white dots on dark backgrounds. 

 

 
 

Figure 52. Centroid method 

• Ellipse operator [191]: Measurement of a target by determination of the elliptical 
outline and calculation of a Best-fit ellipse center iteratively (see figure 53). Circular 
targets are usually imaged as ellipses. The main operators employed in this adjustment 
are the star operator and Zhou operator[192]. In both cases, good quality and planar 
targets are required for accurate performance assurance. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 53. Ellipse operator a) Star operator b) Zhou operator 

• Least square template matching [193–195]: Measurement of a target by least-squares 
matching of a template and a search area (see figure 54). The template is any (small) 
grey value image employed as a reference for iterative geometric and radiometric 
transformation between reference and search image. This method is well suited for 
stereo or multi-view matching purposes which derive in common employment for image 
processing diverse applications. The achievable accuracy is about 0.08 pixels for 
standard quality images. 
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Figure 54. Least square matching method 

• Cross-correlation (CC) [196]: Measurement of a target by normalized cross-correlation 
of a template (reference image) that must be defined as a Template matching of a larger 
image area. It estimates the similarity between a reference pattern and a target image 
path (see figure 55). The position of the best agreement is the location of the target. In 
order to obtain a more accurate target position, further image processing methods 
based on maxima correlation estimation are required. This method is very robust 
independent of contrast quality but time-consuming. The achievable accuracy is 0.1 
pixels. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 55. Cross-correlation method 

As a practical summary, centroid methods can deal with few pixel (less than 5) target diameters 
whereas highest accuracy (0.01-0.03 pixels) is achieved by least-square and ellipse operators 
when the target diameter is at least 8-10 pixels. With bigger targets (>15 pixels), even more 
accurate (0.005 pixels) ellipse center adjustment can be reached. In real practice, target 
diameters range from 5-10 pixels with 0.03 to 0.1 pixel accuracy. 
 
Mentioned methods [197,198] are usually automatically processed and many times are 
subsequently applied to obtain more accurate image point determination. Most of the industrial 
software also enable manual assistance for the region of interest (ROI) definition and center 
point automatic estimation.  
 
The overall image processing workflow follows as: 
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1. Conversion of acquired image data to grey values 
2. Binarization of the image with an adaptive threshold for different areas of the image 

based on neighborhood information (not required for all methods) 
3. Detection and localization of targets based on previously described methods. Random 

identification is assigned  
4. Selection of possible targets that correspond to a range of size 

 
Apart from circular target position determination, there are some photogrammetric approaches 

based on lines that employ other image processing operators to detect and extract related data. 

In this case, edge operators are necessary to detect, locate and extract contour point 

information. Common algorithms include the Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts, Canny, and Laplacian of 

Gaussian methods [199–201]. 

Regarding natural key points that are used for structure from motion approaches, other 

operators such as SIFT are used [202–204]. This operator detects and describes local features in 

an image. Therefore, it transforms image data to sparse key points that present the following 

characteristics: 

• invariant to image translation, scaling, and rotation,  

• partially invariant to illumination changes  

• robust to local geometric distortion 

• robust to changes in illumination, noise, and minor changes in viewpoint 

• key point descriptor that aids in consecutive image matching steps 

For accurate key point discretization, detection and selection, outliers and redundant low 

contrast points are rejected during the image processing step. See point selection in figure 56. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56. Workflow of SIFT operator for image key points detection, filtering and extraction 

In this manner, stereo or multi-view image matching problem and consecutive external 

orientation based on natural feature points is enabled. Usually, these points correspond to edge 

points or characteristic points all around an image whilst dubitative image points are filtered. 

 

The operators can be divided into two main families. The ones used as detectors and the ones 

employed as descriptors [205]. Whereas detection operators (Harris, Moravec, Forstner, Tomasi 

and Kanade, etc..) do detect and locate geometrically stable features (interest point or corners 
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mainly) on an image under different transformations, they don’t add to these key points any 

type of codification. Descriptors instead (SIFT and its variants, etc..) are able to detect, extract 

and also encode natural key points based on neighborhood and radiometric texture information. 

Usually, 2D vector of pixel information is added to certain points (interest points) enabling their 

classification. Hence, they are more suitable for matching purposes explained in chapter 4.7.4. 

As the key points are saved with extra information regarding their surrounding area, they can 

be used as tie points between image pairs[206]. 

 

4.7.3.1 Main contribution 

 

The contribution in this step deal with geometric characteristic detection and extraction based 

on nominal data exploitation and roughly aligned images. If the photogrammetric session is 

aligned with the nominal coordinate system, the relationship among acquired images and 

reference coordinate system is established and consequently, 3D known data can be projected 

to real images. In this manner, by means of nominal data reprojection, optical probing is enabled 

above each image to detect and locate the elements of interest.  

In the case study 1, the border points of the holes which position must be verified are projected 

on the images defining a ROI where the real hole should be. The pointing accuracy depends on 

the previous photogrammetric procedure and its output results. The more accurate the 

definition of the reference coordinate is, the more accurate the pointing of all holes for all 

images will be. Once the ROI of each geometry is established for each image, an adjustment 

between real and reprojected nominal border points (see figure 57) is carried out to determine 

the real center of the holes.  

 
Figure 57. Nominal and estimated border points on the image feature 

The data and image processing steps follow as:  

• Loading of images 

• Photogrammetric measurement result importation (intrinsic and extrinsic calibration) 

• Nominal data importation 

• 3D data generation for the edge points of each hole from known values 

• For each image 

o Image adjustment (from RGB to grey data, edge filtering).  

o ROI determination for each feature 

o Reprojection of edge points from 3D to 2D for each feature 

Reprojected 

border points 

in red 

Estimated 

border points 

in green  
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o Sum of the gradient of the evaluated ROI at these edge points for each feature 

o Maximization of this function to establish the correction value for the center 

image coordinates  

o Center image coordinate correction 

o Result data storage and exportation 

It is important to remark that the fitting of the hole centers is less accurate for oblique images 

where perspective effects appear and make more difficult the location estimation. Therefore, it 

is advisable to quantify the accuracy of this adjustment to assess if the hole center image 

coordinate is suitable for subsequent BA and triangulation steps. In the following image (figure 

58) a multiple hole identification is presented for one image. 

 

 
Figure 58. Multiple circular feature identification on an image 

 

4.7.4 Image matching  
In digital photogrammetry and remote sensing, 

An image matching process can be defined as the establishment of the correspondence between 
various data sets (conjugate or homologous points). The matching problem is also referred to as 
the correspondence problem [207] that aims to identify in an image data set, homologous and 
unequivocal image points. Solving point correspondence is a common and necessary matter in 
most of the photogrammetric solutions used in industrial application. The correspondence can 
be determined between 3D to 2D points (space resection method for extrinsic calibration) or 
among image points of multiple cameras for multi-view triangulation. Matching approaches are 
many times employed in the second case whereas image point codification is usually used for 
automatic point identification and matching purposes.  

 
Once the interest image points have been detected and extracted from the images, a matching 

process among all views is required (also called object tracking). When the image points are 

coded targets, this correspondence is automatically established, but for the rest of the image 

points, the correspondence problem must be solved. The difference among features to be 

correlated arises from different image point of view, changes of radiometric data or even object 

movement in the scene relative to the camera set. When the images are consecutively acquired 
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and the movement of the elements to be detected and matched is not high, other strategies 

based on motion tracking can be applied.  

The correspondence is usually carried out by image pairs (stereo pairs) considering all possible 

combinations among acquired images (see figure 59). It is important to use only the best 

matches and not all possible matches. This is mostly due to the ambiguity of multiple matches 

and employed operators. Hence, there exists a high correlation among matching techniques and 

methods for interest point extraction. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 59. Image matching based on interest points and epipolar geometry in a stereo pair[208] 

Fundamentals of correspondence refer to the problem of estimating a set of features in one 

image that can be identified as the same features in another image. To face this matter, image 

data processing algorithms are employed based on area-based correlation or feature-based 

approaches. When the relative movement between image views is limited, even image tracking 

methods can be applied. The approach is different depending on 2D or 3D matching purposes.  

Traditional photogrammetry or even SFM photogrammetry requires point correspondences 

between images. This is handled by finding corresponding points either by matching features or 

tracking points from image 1 to image 2. Whereas image tracking methods are suitable for 

camera views that are close together, for example, Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) algorithm 

[209,210], feature matching algorithms are more flexible and assumes stereo pairs with higher 

base distance and convergence viewing angle. Common classification of matching methods is 

the following one: 

• Feature-based matching (FBM) 

• Matching based on epipolar geometry and known relative orientation 

• Area-based matching (Correlation & LSMatching) 

FBM is based on interest point detection operators which try to find distinctive image points 

that can be reasonable candidates for matching purposes. These candidates are expected to be 

distinctive for their pixel region and maintain similar in corresponding images. In this way, 

homologous points among image pairs are likely to be found. Typical operators for FBM methods 

are Moravec and Forstner among others [211–213]. 

Matching based on epipolar geometry is based on epipolar geometric constraints and known 

relative orientation between image pairs. Indeed, it is an algorithm that tries to reduce the 

ambiguities between possible interest points and can be used to discard unreliable points and 

outliers. The search area for a corresponding point in the stereo pair is limited to the epipolar 

line. However, the relative orientation is not habitually known in this processing step and 

therefore is hardly applicable. An improvement of this method is to use more than two images 
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(called image triples) to enhance robustness and reliability by means of reduction of data 

processing response-time. 

Area-based matching techniques are based on cross-correlation (CC) [214,215] and least-square 

matching (LSM) [194,195,216,217] algorithms to accurately define the location of homologous 

points between images. The reliability can be enhanced by geometric constraints such as 

epipolar geometry.  

Robust image matching process simplified workflow is: 

1. Detect interest points with detector operators 
2. Extract neighborhood features with descriptor operators 
3. Match features and reject outliers based on matching methods  
4. Feed network orientation or point triangulation models 

 

 

 

Figure 60. Image processing and data matching for incremental stereo-pairs 

In dense reconstruction homologous image point determination is carried out by methods 

[27,120,126,166], which estimate the stereo and overall correspondence among image data 

sets. This is based on texture information of the images and image processing algorithms that 

are capable of establishing the similarity of surface points among multiple image data sets with 

different depth information. This method is the alternative to other common image matching 

methods, such as CC or normalized cross-correlation (NCC), which are not suitable for dense 

point surface reconstructions. SGM is the best approach when pixel-level data recovery is 

expected as it is based on a pixel by pixel information. Nevertheless, it is a time-consuming 

technique that needs to be reinforced with advanced image processing strategies (GPU, FGA) 

[125] that enable to reduce computational demands. 

 

4.7.4.1 Main contribution 

 

The contribution for matching purposes arises from 2 case studies. In case study 1, as the 

nominal data is known and referenced in relation to a specific coordinate system, the 

identification of each hole once the point detection and extraction has been carried out is 
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straightforward. Hence, the codification of the features of interest comes from a priori 

structured nominal data which is usually defined in a drawing or even CAD files. In this manner, 

the correspondence problem and matching tasks required for triangulation purposes are 

avoided (see Figure 61). 

 

                                    
 

Figure 61. Automatic feature identification based on a priori 3D known nominal data and absolute orientation 

 

The contribution of case study 2 goes even further as the correspondence problem is avoided. 

The employment of geometric models that estimate directly the pose of elements is a non-

exploited approach that offers many advantages where the correspondence problem is 

demanding. For example, in complex parts or round ones where a slight change of imaging 

perspective changes considerably the viewing area above the object to be measured. Hence, 

Best-fit adjustment of geometric elements to the measured contour point in multiple images is 

an alternative to be considered in such applications. This kind of approaches require known 

intrinsic and extrinsic calibration to determine the pose of straight lines, circles or even cylinders. 

In order to figure out the pose estimation contour points of all images and geometrical models 

that define the geometry of interest are combined with iterative minimization strategies.  

 

For every geometric element, the distances of each light ray (projected form image plane to 

spatial plane) to the borderlines of the geometry to be measured are estimated and minimized. 

Linearization of the cost function that defines mathematically the geometric element is required 

before the iterative adjustment is carried out. This method enables to measure a geometric 

element only with one image, but more than two images are recommended to improve 

achievable accuracy (see Figure 62). Moreover, a well-spaced border point distribution is 

necessary to ensure a suitable geometric element reconstruction. 

 

Absolute 

orientation 
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Figure 62. Best-fit adjustment of a cylinder pose based on contour point data in multiple images 

 

4.7.5 Relative orientation 
 

After the image point identification and correspondence is solved among different views, the 

extrinsic orientation of each image must be computed. As a general rule, this estimation is 

carried out in two steps (relative orientation and exterior orientation) or simultaneously in one 

step (Bundle block adjustment or space resection of individual images). This chapter and the 

following one deal with the orientation matter. 

First, the relative orientation among image pairs is settled based on fundamental matrix (FM) 

[218–221] determination or essential matrix (EM) [222,223]. When intrinsic calibration is 

known, the FM can be reduced to the EM. Secondly, the absolute orientation is calculated taking 

as a reference one of the images and estimating the orientation and position of each camera 

projection center in relation to the absolute reference system. When the absolute coordinate 

system is fixed to the reference camera, the relative orientation determines at the same time 

the absolute orientation. However, the absolute coordinate system is usually defined by a 3D 

object (calibrated artifact or ground points), thus a rigid transformation of camera orientations 

is required to determine their absolute orientation. This is usually accomplished for stereo 

system calibration. 

Regarding the relative orientation [224–227], it determines the position and orientation of an 

image in relation to a reference image by means of corresponding homologous points (see figure 

64). Geometric constraints such as collinearity and coplanarity are the basic principles of 

employed mathematical models. Usually, more than five points are used assuring the 

redundancy and iterative linear (they require initial guess) or non-linear approaches are 

employed. In stereo systems, this is one of the core challenges to ensure accurate performance 

of the device. In multi-view systems, consecutive image pair relative orientation is estimated to 

bring afterward all camera network to a common reference (absolute orientation). The 

reference is commonly the first image or a coordinate system that is defined by a transformation 

offset in relation to the first image (see Figure 63). 
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Figure 63. Relative orientation for a stereo pair with corresponding coordinate systems (reference and target)  

The fundamental matrix [228,229] describes mathematically the epipolar geometry (EG) 

[228,230] of the two cameras (see figure 64). It relates a point in one camera to an epipolar line 

in the other camera by means of their relative orientation. The input data to the estimation of 

this matrix are the corresponding points (feature points) from a stereo pair and the output is 

the relative orientation between camera views which is not scaled and usually set to 1 unit. 

There exist different algorithms that tackle this problem that are conditioned by the reliability 

among previously estimated matched points. Some of them are even able to assume some 

percentage of outliers by means of iterative fitting and doubtful point discard.  

 

 

 

Figure 64. Epipolar geometry for a stereo pair 

A wide range of techniques is provided in computing the fundamental matrix such as the seven-

point [231], least-squares and eigen analysis linear techniques among others and robust 

techniques such as M-Estimators, Least Median of Square regression algorithm (LMedS), 

Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) and so on [227]. From high-reliability requirement (nearly 

100%) of Norm8Point [232] algorithm to fewer reliability methods such as LMedS [233] or even 

RANSAC [234] methods, the output result is more accurate when the correspondence of feature 

points is robust.  

 

The methods to estimate the fundamental matrix can be classified into linear, iterative and 

robust methods. While linear and iterative methods can cope with bad point localization in the 

image plane due to noise in image segmentation, robust methods can handle with both image 
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noise and outliers which enables to filter inaccurate matching points. In all cases, the output is 

the fundamental matrix that defines the epipolar parameters that best suit this stereo 

correspondence. 

 

Although most of the times the fundamental matrix aims to solve the relative orientation 

between stereo pairs when this information is known it can be used to facilitate the 

correspondence problem limiting the search for one of the images to a 2D line. In fact, this 

approach is very common in stereo devices where the relative orientation is established by 

means of calibration procedures and real-time triangulation is required by the measuring device 

according to the 3D scene. Therefore, image processing techniques for photogrammetry are 

improved by means of epipolar geometry and other strategies. For example, when rectification 

of images is applied, the correspondence problem is simplified to search a corresponding pixel 

point in a specific row on the other image. 

 

4.7.6 Exterior orientation 
 
Exterior orientation means to define each camera pose (orientation & translation) according to 
a common reference system (world coordinate system). In computer vision, the determination 
of the exterior orientation parameters is known as the “pose estimation” problem which 
supposes a rigid 6 dof transformation between its camera projection center and world 
coordinate system. Usually, a camera network is depicted according to a specific camera 
coordinate system (first image). In order to estimate the exterior orientation of acquired and 
computed images, two main approaches are employed in photogrammetry. A two-step process 
based on relative orientation followed by absolute orientation or a simultaneous orientation 
estimation by means of bundle block adjustment methods. In the case of single images, space 
resection methods (indirect method) are the reference approaches although there exist other 
geometric approaches introduced in this review [172]. 

 
Apart from the number of steps to solve the exterior orientation, the methods also differ from 
accuracy aspects depending on their application field[235]. See an overview in figure 65. 
Whereas computer vision applications are not so demanding, photogrammetric applications do 
need accurate and reliable methods and therefore output results. Many times, different direct 
and non-direct methods are combined to fulfill these requirements. Usually, linear methods are 
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employed for rough parameter estimation that is employed as a priori data for non-linear more 
accurate approaches. 
 

                           

 

 
 

 
 

                                                      
 

Figure 65. The relationship among different solutions and applications fields for exterior orientation 

External orientation means to bring all relative camera poses to a common reference system 
that is usually in the first camera view of the image data set. It supposes a subsequent 
transformation among estimated relative orientations of each camera. Once every camera pose 
is referenced to the first camera view, the main coordinate system of the photogrammetric 
system is defined in the projection center of the first camera (see figure 66). Nevertheless, this 
coordinate system is not useful to extract useful 3D points coordinated but it enables to depict 
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3D points related to camera poses. Thus, once the triangulation step is established, and absolute 
referencing is settled to 3D points and camera poses to extract meaningful 3D information. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 66. The external orientation of stereo camera set-up 

 

4.7.6.1 Extrinsic calibration methods 

 

The exterior orientation of a photogrammetric set-up (also called extrinsic camera network 
calibration) can be established by means of different methods. This calibration step is necessary 
to apply afterwards any model which will triangulate object points. In any case, each camera 
position and orientation (6 dof), as well as intrinsic calibration, has to be precisely known to 
solve 3D point XYZ coordinates. 

 

The exterior orientation problem can be classified depending on the image number:   

• The orientation of a single image→ Space resection method with known or unknown 

intrinsic parameters (non-linear collinearity equations and linear methods DLT without 

a priori data knowledge) can be applied. 

• The orientation of stereo pairs→ Separated orientation methods based on space 

resection or joint orientation methods based on simplified bundle block adjustment or 

the combination of relative orientation followed by exterior orientation methods can be 

applied.  

• The orientation of multiple images→ Exterior orientation of multiple images is usually 

simultaneously estimated by means of bundle block adjustment methods. 

 

4.7.6.2 Description of methods 
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Absolute image orientation problem is solved by indirect methods as direct angle and position 

determination of the image projection center is not physically accessible. Hence, the employ 

photogrammetric projection models based on collinearity equations and iterative minimization 

numerical strategies. In any case, known 3D object points are projected to 2D image planes and 

corresponding models are fitted minimizing the Euclidean distance between observed image 

points and theoretically estimated ones. This minimization is iteratively executed until certain 

convergence threshold values are achieved modifying the image pose parameters to be 

identified. 

The different methods that enable the extrinsic calibration to be solved are the following ones: 

• Space resection (SR): It is used to estimate the external orientation parameters (6dof) of a 
part related to a camera or vice versa comprising three coordinates of a position and the 
three elements of angular rotation. Normally, a part with calibrated 3D targets (coded or 
uncoded) is employed as a reference in world coordinates and the camera orientation is 
determined to minimize the distance among observed and reprojected points in the image 
plane which correspondence is already known (see Figure 67). A central projection approach 
is commonly used, and a pin-hole camera model is considered for camera behavior 
definition. 

The exterior orientation of the camera can be estimated by linear (DLT method, Church) or 

non-linear (iterative minimization method) approaches. Many times, linear methods are 

employed for the definition of initialization parameter of non-linear methods such as SR or 

Bundle Block Adjustment. DLT is linear and an extended case of collinearity equations with 

an affine transformation without the need to use initial approximate values as SR method. 

At least 5 non-coplanar known points are required to solve image absolute orientation.  

Existing non-linear methods involve linearization of the collinearity condition and the use of 
an iterative process to determine the final solution using the least-squares method. The 
process also requires initial a priori data of the unknown parameters which are roughly 
known or estimated by less accurate methodologies. At least 3 non-coplanar known points 
are required to solve image absolute orientation although a higher point number is 
advisable. Some of these algorithms also permit to estimate the intrinsic parameters at the 
same time based on a unique image, but this demands to distribute the 3D control points in 
a non-coplanar set-up and to increase the minimum number of control points. 

 

 

 

Figure 67. Space resection method to estimate extrinsic calibration (exterior orientation) of a camera view 
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SR is also commonly used to orientate a unique of a reduced set of images that have been 

taken after the overall measuring process. It aims to add non-measured points or features 

to the overall data set without re-estimating the BA. Only spatial triangulation is applied to 

the image points that appear in these extra images. 

 

• Stereo calibration: A stereo calibration determines which are the camera poses regarding a 
common known artifact which defines the reference World Coordinate System (WCS). 
Aiming to solve extrinsic parameters, this calibration method minimizes the distance among 
observed image points and reprojected ones by means of linear least squares considering 
both cameras of the stereo pair. Therefore, the 3D point triangulation model is established 
to estimate XYZ coordinates and these points are reprojected to each camera in order to 
solve this minimization problem. The output is the absolute pose of each camera which 
enables to triangulate 3D common points between stereo pairs (see figure 68). The App[236] 
that carry outs this stereo calibration is shown in Figure 56 where each camera view is 
presented for a specific artifact position and orientation. 

 

 

Figure 68. Stereo calibration App for camera extrinsic calibration 

Apart from determining extrinsic parameters, this method makes possible to establish 

intrinsic parameters for each camera, but the uncertainty is higher than using single-camera 

calibration methods. Moreover, the App can be used to estimate the translation and rotation 

between the two cameras (relative orientation). 

 

The calibration workflow is the following one: 

1. Image pair acquisition with the calibration pattern with angles below a certain threshold 
2. Import image pairs to App 
3. Calibrate the stereo camera and intrinsic parameters 
4. Evaluate calibration accuracy by means of fitting residuals and estimated parameter 

errors 
5. Export the extrinsic parameters 

 

Once absolute orientation parameters are known regarding CS of the pattern, relative 

orientation among image pairs can also be established. The drawback of this method is that 
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the absolute orientation is defined according to the calibration artifact that does not 

correspond to WCS of the photogrammetric system. Therefore, a posteriori absolute 

referencing of all cameras or points is required by means of a rigid transformation. 

 

• Self-calibration: this method is based on the BA algorithm which is used to estimate and 
refine both extrinsic camera parameters and 3D point coordinates. It is also called as SFM 
problem in computer vision and it is the generalized case for multi-view stereo calibration. 
Again, it is an iterative problem that aims to minimize the distances among observed image 
points and reprojected image points based on estimated model parameters. However, it can 
be used to solve the extrinsic orientation of multiple cameras and 3D points without a priori 
knowledge of these parameters (see figure 69). The simplest case is the stereo problem. 

 

 

 

Figure 69. The BA for 3D point and camera pose estimation  

In some cases, intrinsic parameters are also determined at the same time, but this problem 
is many times ill-conditioned. Therefore, it is advisable to estimate intrinsic parameters with 
other calibration procedures although industrial photogrammetric systems are able to deal 
with this inconvenience. Thus, BA is the method that handles simultaneously camera self-
calibration, image resection and 3D point triangulation based on rough image orientation 
data. Industrial libraries such as Matlab© offer required functionalities to apply this method 
handling the following workflow (see figure 70): 

1. Acquire images of the scene from all cameras. 

2. For each pair of consecutive images, find a set of point correspondences. This means 
that point detection and matching between image pairs must be solved. 

3. Estimate the relative pose of the current view, which is the camera orientation and 
location relative to the previous view. 

4. Transform the relative pose of the current view into the coordinate system of the first 
view of the sequence. 

5. Store the current view attributes: the camera pose and the image points. 

6. Reject outlier image points 
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7. Define correspondence among all camera views and image points 

8. Use triangulation to compute the initial 3D locations of the points. 

9. Use the BA function to refine the camera poses and the 3-D points. 

 

Also, the absolute orientation corresponds to CS of the reference camera in this calibration 
method, usually it is necessary to transform this camera poses to the WCS of the 3D object 
Moreover, a scaling of the data is required as 3D points are also determined by the method 
but not scaled. One of the advantages is that 3D point Multiview triangulation is also 
estimated at the same time, which enables to measure a 3D scene with a camera network 
without knowing a priori where the 3D points and cameras are located in the scene. 

 

 

Figure 70. Standard SFM photogrammetry processing workflow. 

 

4.7.6.3 Main contribution 

 

The main contribution in terms of camera orientation establishment is applied in case study 1, 

where a BA[237] tool has been developed to estimate the 3D coordinates of machined holes. As 

described before, the BA method is applied to estimate simultaneously intrinsic, extrinsic and 

point triangulation. In this case, camera calibration has not been identified but it has been 

applied as an offline approach. In relation to extrinsic image orientation and hole position 

calculation by means of multi-view triangulation, a two-step process has been employed (see 

Figure 71). This implementation aims to obtain better results than simultaneous estimation due 

to ill-conditioned Jacobian matrix. Therefore, a bundle method has been developed and its 

scope for sparse point triangulation has been studied for the case of natural features. 
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In both estimation steps, constrained BA is employed to reduce the number of parameters to 

be identified at once. Therefore, firstly, camera orientation has been established as the output 

of the bundle refinement method, whereas this output has been used as an input for further 

hole center position triangulation step. Separating the overall parameter identification in two 

steps increases achievable accuracy of obtained results in comparison to a simultaneous solving 

of model parameters. This is in fact due to parameter strong correlation and relationship. Hence, 

such kind of constrained strategies are beneficial when the mathematical problem is ill-

conditioned or even when higher parameter identification accuracy is required. 

 

 
Figure 71. BA approach with a two-step approach 

 

4.7.7 Triangulation  
 
The triangulation [238,239] is the data processing step where 3D information is estimated by 
spatial intersection computation among multiple oriented camera views (see figure 72). It is 
usually carried out after the intrinsic and extrinsic camera orientation issue has been resolved 
or even simultaneously. 
 
At least a stereo pair is necessary to compute 3D data from 2D image points, but a higher 
number of camera views and image data is recommended to increase the accuracy by means of 

data redundancy. Moreover, viewing angle limitations between 60° - 120° are commonly 
established to ensure high output accuracy and a suitable uncertainty. 
 
In many offline photogrammetric solutions, the triangulation is part of a data refinement 
process called BA [240,241]. As every relative orientation step from one camera view to the 
following ones contains accumulative residual errors, one approach to reducing this source of 
inaccuracy is to refine camera orientation and 3D point coordinates at the same time. It is also 
possible to use this non-linear optimization approach [241,242] to estimate the intrinsic 
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calibration, but as the model to be solved gains in complexity, the required data conditioning is 
more demanding and sometimes not affordable. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

a b c 

Figure 72. Spatial triangulation[167] a) Stereo single point triangulation b) Stereo multipoint determination .c) Multi-
view and multi-point triangulation 

 
In the case of real-time photogrammetric systems, triangulation is carried out for referencing 

partial 3D scans, to track the 6 dof positioning of a part based of a discrete number of points or 

even to measure 6 dof positioning of measuring accessories by means of inverse resection (IR). 

Monitoring based on partial mesh tracking is also appearing in the latest industrial solutions as 

data computing capabilities are being improved more and more, but it is not the most common 

solution.  

Triangulation is also the basis for the reconstruction of dense point clouds aided by light 

projection or even based on surface texture data. Whereas light projected solutions support 

surface point codification with structured light, textured surface already present this intrinsic 

natural codification. Depending on the approach a different image processing step is required 

to identify and extract from imagery required point information.  

Stereo or multi-view real-time camera systems, which calibration is already known, are capable 

of triangulating points on-site as the correspondence problem is minimized with coded or 

reference points among distance is kept fixed during measurements. These systems do also use 

camera intrinsic parameters that are already characterized by offline calibration strategies. 

Indeed, the triangulation can be established between cameras or a camera and a light projector. 

Current, 3D scanning systems have developed thermally more stable projectors with blue light 

which enables to use them for triangulation without losing the calibration set-up as previous 

systems did. 

Triangulation step is an important part of the dense reconstruction of textured parts where 

multiple corresponding points among large imagery data sets are intersected together aiming 

to estimate the 3D coordinates of each surface point. In this case, the overall photogrammetric 

and 3D data reconstruction problem is an offline process, which takes a long time. This type of 

3D data reconstruction requires a previous, robust and reliable image matching process required 

to guarantee a suitable multi-point triangulation based on natural textured surface points.  
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4.7.7.1 Main contribution 

 

On the one hand, the main contribution of the thesis for point triangulation has been described 

in chapter 4.7.6.3 where a bundle approach applied in two steps is used to estimate multiple 

hole center position presented in case study 1. In order to apply this sequential two-step 

method, previously a sensitivity study of the BA model has been employed so as to understand 

the robustness of the algorithm regarding available measured data set. As the simultaneous 

orientation and point coordinate estimation is not well conditioned, a two-step process has 

been established. 

 

On the other hand, case study 2 deals with cylinder pose determination by means of best-fit 

fitting of each geometrical model. It is not indeed a triangulation strategy as traditionally applied 

in target-based photogrammetry, but this approach directly estimates the position and 

orientation of an element that it is a usual post-processing step for point-based methods. Hence, 

it is a straightforward alternative to measure the pose of different geometric elements without 

adjusting a geometric element to 3D point coordinates. 

 

Apart from previous contributions, case study 3 deals with dense point cloud reconstruction of 

texturized objects based on dense matching techniques (see Figure 73). Specially applied to 

casting parts. Although industrial software packages do offer this functionality, a suitable 

performance in terms of data quantity and accuracy is not guaranteed if a proper measuring 

procedure is not applied beforehand. Hence, this case study has demonstrated the capability of 

dense matching techniques to accurately reconstruct surface points corresponding to industrial 

parts. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 73. Representation of dense point cloud reconstruction based on dense matching techniques 
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4.7.8 3D object scaling and referencing 
 

The absolute orientation relates image or model coordinates to the world coordinate system. It 

corresponds to the correct position, orientation and scale of a 3D scene with respect to a world 

coordinate system. It requires known control data (ground points) in order to transform the 

estimated orientations and XYZ point coordinates to the target coordinate system. At least, the 

nominal and measured coordinates of 3 corresponding points are required to estimate the 

translation and rotation between reference and measuring CS. Once this transformation is 

calculated, it is applied both to camera extrinsic orientation and 3D point coordinates and the 

results are shown in WCS. A higher number of points enables redundancy with Best-fit least 

square estimation methods. The correspondence between measured and control points is again 

a need to apply properly the spatial transformation. 

 

When only 3 control points are available geometric alignments can be applied such as the 321 

method where a point is selected to define the origin of the target coordinate system. Next, a 

point through which the X axis will pass is defined, and finally, a third point is selected to define 

the XY plane and therefore the direction of the Y or Z coordinate axis which blocks all degrees 

of freedom 

Many times, this spatial transformation is automated and integrated into industrial solutions by 

means of coded targets which nominal coordinates in the target coordinate system are already 

known. For example, SR methods for single or stereo image orientation employ calibrated 

chessboard and bundle block adjustment methods do use calibrated known cross-bars within 

this aim (see figure 74). This type of points are also employed for 3D data scaling purposes as 

the scale of SFM approaches is a priori arbitrary. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

a[243] b[244] 

Figure 74. Calibrated artifacts for absolute orientation establishment 

 

In any case, absolute referencing enables to transform the measuring system output data to a 

WCS system which deals with the real representation of acquired and processed 3D points (see 

figure 75). 
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Figure 75. The transformation between the camera network and world coordinate system 

 

4.7.9 Output data analysis 
 

Once the photogrammetric model has been solved, the 3D output data is usually processed for 

further analysis, such as: fitting of geometric elements, identification of feature-based adapters, 

real-time element tracking, surface comparison of measured data against nominal values, static 

or dynamic deformation analysis of measured part, etc.. 

Depending on the required analysis the 3D points are converted to specific data formats which 

enable to carry out specific quantitative studies. These processing tasks comprise point by point 

analysis, point cloud to mesh conversions, reverse engineering or even point to CAD surface 

point comparison. In each case, the XYZ coordinates of estimated points are the necessary raw 

data for such kind of quantitative evaluation.  

The first step in any data processing approach is to transform the 3D output into the WCS by 

means of an alignment procedure (see chapter 4.7.8). Sometimes, previously determined 

absolute orientation of the measuring systems already depicts the data in this target coordinate 

system. However, most of the times further alignments are required. Depending on the 

measured data type, different alignment methods are applied. From geometric alignment based 

on RPS or 3-2-1 methods to Best-fit alignment methods, several procedures are established as 

typical rigid transformation (scale is fixed) approaches.  

 

Secondly, the transformed points are processed to extract the required information for further 

analysis. The range of processing procedures is rather extent depending on inspection 

requirements and dynamic request.  

 

While discrete point clouds are usually employed for geometric inspection such as part quality 

assurance or static deformation monitoring, dense point clouds are used for surface 

comparisons against nominal CAD data or even for reverse engineering purposes. Recent real-
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time applications do also use measured cloud of points for dynamic inspection demands, such 

as partial scan fusion based on reference points, point cloud stitching based on iterative closest 

point (ICP) transformations, 6 dof positioning tracking or dynamic deformation analysis of parts 

under external loads. 

 

In figure 76 and 77, different applications of data processing are presented for offline 

applications. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

a[245]→ Static deformation 
Linearis 3D  

b[246]→ feature based geometric 
adapters DPA inspect  

c[247]→ surface form and position 
verification Accurex  

Figure 76. Off-line data processing examples with discrete point clouds 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

a[248]→ CAD comparison actual 
versus nominal  

b[249]→ Reverse engineering workflow c[86]→ DIC analysis  

Figure 77. Off-line data processing examples with dense point clouds 
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5 CASE STUDIES 
 

This chapter contains a summary of researched case studies and obtained results for each 

approach. A brief introduction and obtained main results are presented in each case and cross-

references of published papers are included where a deeper description of each application is 

explained. Moreover, a link to each article is added for annex chapter. The reason for including 

the papers at the end of this thesis instead of doing it chapter 5 follows reading clearance and 

flow. In all case studies, markerless photogrammetric solutions are established based on 

geometric feature point identification or even specific photogrammetric models based on 

geometric element direct adjustment. 

 

Whereas Case study 1 and 3 highlight measuring approaches based on image processing novel 

strategies, Case study 2 also presents a non-traditional photogrammetric model that deals with 

geometric element direct fitting without 3D coordinate adjustment. 

 

5.1 Case study 1 
 

DESCRIPTION: this study is focused on employing image data processing to extract by a 

photogrammetric approach the centers of machined holes without any artificial marker or 

target. Indeed, the main objective is to avoid the need to use an adapter to locate a marker 

centered on each hole for multiple holes simultaneous positioning determination. This goal is 

handled by replacing these adapters with image processing techniques and procedures that are 

able to detect, identify and extract each hole’s geometric center based on nominal data and 

photogrammetric network prior establishment. Once camera intrinsic and extrinsic calibration 

has been determined by industrial solutions regarding a specific coordinate system, these results 

enable to carry out further photogrammetric processing steps. Nominal data is projected from 

3D space to image plane and based on this data the border of the holes is estimated comparing 

measured and theoretical contour points. After calculating most suitable centers in image 

coordinates for each hole, a simultaneous positioning of every hole is established by means of 

BA approaches and triangulation approaches (see Figure 78). Apart from avoiding the need for 

an adapter for each feature, this method is suitable for the detection and measurement of other 

geometric elements defined by discrete nominal points. 
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Figure 78. Solution scheme for multiple hole positioning estimation 

 

MAIN RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS: the obtained results show that fit to purpose accuracies can 

be obtained in relation to part functionality and manufacturing tolerances. Moreover, more 

accurate image processing algorithms could even increase this accuracy for more demanding 

applications with similar verification requirements. The accuracy for the researched case study 

is ± 0.124µm/m and it is below 1mm that is a common specification for the inspection and 

validation of wind hubs. An improvement of photogrammetric approaches accuracy, CAD-based 

a priori nominal data employment, as well as pattern-based image processing algorithms, are 

promising fields that could improve industrial solutions capabilities. 

Even though a similar approach can be applied to other repetitive geometric patterns which are 

nominally defined in relation to a specific coordinate system. Optical probing of required 

geometric elements seems to be an advantageous procedure to measure at once a high amount 

of identical geometries. The achievable accuracy in comparison to target-based approaches is 

worse (typically 25 µm/m) but the measuring procedure is faster as part preparation is simplified 

and cheaper as target adapters are eliminated to define the geometries of interest. Therefore, 

this measuring procedure presents improvements in measuring process flexibility and execution 

time reduction which could add value to inspection service where large parts have to be verified 

including a high number of repetitive geometries. 

LINK TO PUBLISHED ARTICLE→ Cross-reference 

LINK TO ANNEX→ Paper nº1 
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5.2 Case study 2 
 

DESCRIPTION: this case study deals with 5 dof positioning tracking needs of a cylindrical 

element. It is based on contour-based points of the cylinder and a distance minimization 

approach between observed contour points, which define tangential light rays, and the 

monitored cylinder axis. Usual approaches do use characterized targets located on the 

geometric element or even distributed targets all around the element to estimate the position 

and orientation of the element. In both cases, the targets define the discrete points that are 

triangulated by means of BA approaches in order to calculate afterwards the geometric 

positioning of the element (Best-fit adjustment of 3D coordinates). If the nominal coordinates 

of the identified and measured points are known, Best-fit alignment approaches directly can be 

applied to derive cylinder position and orientation. If these points are not characterized a priori, 

a best-fitting of the cylindrical element can be accomplished in order to estimate its pose. In any 

case, a demanding difficulty arises from point distribution around and observability all around 

the element. Occlusion problems have to be handled from different camera views with 

corresponding limitations in terms of viewing optimal angles, point correspondence among the 

camera network and resulting accuracy loss. As an alternative to solve this barrier, the presented 

study doesn’t require point triangulation which facilitates geometric element tracking based 

directly in contour points and mathematical modelling of the element of interest. 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 79. Solution scheme for the simulation of the pose of a cylindrical element 
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MAIN RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS: the preliminary results obtained in the simulation are 

promising from the point of view of achievable accuracy and model robustness in terms of 

contour point number and distribution. Hence, it has been demonstrated that this method is 

suitable and flexible for described purposes. These results are based on statistical Montecarlo 

simulation approaches which aim to establish the relationship of the model’s error sources with 

output estimation (see Figure 79). The simulation comprises a known camera network 

calibration, camera parameter uncertainty, and multiple positioning scenarios to foresee the 

performance of the model for close-range application with large working ranges. Synthetically 

created and extracted image data from virtual images is the basis for this study. Achieved results 

where accuracy of 1/1000 and 1/20000 and uncertainties up to 15 mm for large working ranges 

are obtained, show the applicability of this photogrammetric approach against traditional 

target-based approaches in terms of fit to purpose accuracy and flexibility. Hence, this kind of 

photogrammetric models based on contour data are a suitable approach for similar scenarios 

where target set up above the object surface is not recommended or enabled. From the point 

of view of tracking functionalities, this method and its simulation do permit to foresee the 

performance of the model for critical poses. 

LINK TO PUBLISHED ARTICLE→ Cross-reference 

LINK TO ANNEX→ Paper nº2 
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5.3 Case study 3 
 

DESCRIPTION: this research deals with dense point cloud reconstruction based on imagery data 

and photogrammetric modelling (See workflow in figure 80). It is commonly known as the 

structure form motion problem which is divided into two main steps. Photogrammetric network 

characterization and dense point cloud reconstruction based on surface point texture 

information. It is a solution that arises from application fields, such as heritage and topography, 

and which is an alternative to other large area scanning solutions such as LIDAR technology. In 

this specific case, the scope of this scanning approach has been deeply studied to understand 

the suitability for industrial requirements. In fact, the dimensional inspection of oxidized parts 

has been analyzed both in lab and workshops environments against established measuring 

procedures. Apart from reconstructing surface points form imagery data, the need for locating 

coded targets all around the part and its significance in terms of accuracy and processing time 

has been determined. This capability applied to industrial parts is a possible alternative of 

simplifying current 3D massive inspection methods that are carried out in two main steps. An 

initial photogrammetric phase which deals with reference point network characterization and a 

posteriori 3D scanning phase, based on structured light technologies, which uses this previous 

referencing step to bring all partial scans to a common coordinate system.  

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 80. Solution scheme for dense surface matching and reconstruction 

 

MAIN RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS: the results obtained from experimental validation with 

traditional inspection schemas demonstrate that this scanning method based on texturized 

image data is suitable 3D surface reconstruction and fulfills overall manufacturing inspection 
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requirements. Relative accuracies without employing coded targets for camera orientation are 

1/27000 for the worst case, which is 2 to 3 times worse than using then. Hence eliminating coded 

targets for the photogrammetric steps is still a risky approach in terms of photogrammetric 

problem accurate solving, but it is a promising research line going beyond current 

photogrammetric solutions. Regarding 3D dense reconstruction, the oxidized surface of foundry 

parts are well suited to this inspection technology and therefore is a novel procedure for this 

aim. One drawback of the implementation of this measuring technique arises from data 

processing computation and time requirements. Currently, an offline processing schema is 

applied which takes long computation times which supposes a disadvantage in comparison to 

real-time scanning solutions. However, the data acquisition time is considerably reduced (to the 

half) as the method is simplified only to the photogrammetric phase avoiding a posteriori 

scanning step. Hence, an application-based evaluation of cons and pros is necessary to assess 

the applicability of this measuring technique in industrial applications. 

LINK TO PUBLISHED ARTICLE→ Cross-reference 

LINK TO ANNEX→ Paper nº3
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6 CONCLUSIONS  
 

Close-range photogrammetry is a promising measuring technique which is constantly and 

currently evolving due to advances in image processing algorithms, sensor data and optical 

modelling. These improvements are enabling to apply this measuring technique to a very wide 

range of industrial and non-industrial applications. Moreover, advantageous properties of this 

technique such as adaptability, accuracy, and measuring speed among others are replacing 

established procedures for vision-based approaches. From static scenarios to dynamic ones, 

different photogrammetric set-ups and solutions do meet with measuring requirements and 

they even achieve state of the art performance as good as traditional implemented methods.  

 

Aeronautic and automotive sectors are involving more and more these technologies to their 

production facilities in different steps of the manufacturing process. Not only for quality control 

inspection but for in-process part qualification and process drift detection. Other application 

fields related to part manufacturing are also demanding this kind of technologies to overcome 

inspection and validation specifications. 

 

The need for more advanced solutions which can avoid the use of artificial adapters or projected 

light patterns is a real need in the current industry. Moreover, novel photogrammetric models 

and their performance assessment analysis is critical to replace point triangulation-based 

solutions. In any case, the avoidance of preparation of the part or scene with artificial targets is 

a real demand nowadays comprising yield improvement of complex system manufacturing and 

assembly processes. 

 

Traceability and achievable accuracy are one of the main aspects that have to be improved with 

this technology reinforcing existing standards and calibration methods. As real-time 

technologies are more and more employing for in-line inspection requirements, reliability of 

acquired data, as well as monitored data traceability, is critical. Hence, more complete standards 

based on ISO criteria is required to standardize the use and health check of this growing market. 

Simulation of measuring procedures and suitable design of camera networks is another key 

point that has to be evolved and set-up for technology users. At the moment, few tools are 

offering this capability which limits the in advance knowledge and suitability of 

photogrammetric methods for each measuring purpose.  

 

In relation to the results achieved in the different case studies, several conclusions and 

reflections arise. A common conclusion is that markerless photogrammetric approaches 

comprising measuring methods and procedures can be fit to purpose in industrial applications 

although they come from the computer vision field where accuracy specifications are not such 

demanding. The validation criteria as for any other measuring technology or procedure is the 

conformity assessment of the manufacturing process tolerance. Therefore, if the accuracy of 

studied methods or similar ones that avoid the use or artificial markers is under specifications, 
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it is suitable for industrial measuring applications although approaches were not focused in 

industrial fields in their conception. Computer vision fields were fostering such kind of 

developments instead. However, the developments of each field can feed and improve others. 

 

In the presented work, the suitability of each development for each case study has been 

demonstrated and discussed. Main conclusions are listed as follows:  

1. Improved image processing strategies have been developed which enable to extract 

raw data from natural primitives on the imagery. Data extraction has been facilitated by 

a priori data employment strategies. The quality of imagery data is many times good 

enough to fed photogrammetric models instead of using artificial targets. 

2. Although markerless approaches are less accurate than target-based ones, their 

accuracy is under compliance in studied applications. 

3. Simulation of measurements and uncertainty assessment is advisable to study the 

compliance of the photogrammetric model and the measuring procedure for each 

application.  Not only for 3D coordinate uncertainty estimation but for sensitivity 

analysis of photogrammetric solutions. 

4. Feature-based models can be suitable for direct measurement of standard geometric 

elements and they can afford hard to reach of large dimension element measurement 

which needs to be covered by several cameras and corresponding FOVs. Moreover, such 

kind of models do add flexibility and robustness to the camera network design. 

5. The employment of natural features appearing on the images can simplify measuring 

approaches and increase their efficiency. Although data processing can be challenging 

and time-consuming, the measuring process duration is shortened considerably. 

Moreover, data processing strategies can be automated by means of scripts and smart 

algorithms. 

 

Regarding each case study, specific conclusions are included as follows.  

Case study1. Multiple feature simultaneous measurement brings the opportunity to measure 

the 3D positioning grids of repetitive geometric features with faster and cheaper procedures 

than traditional photogrammetric solutions. In this case, the positioning of chamfered drilled 

holes has been successfully inspected. The need for adapters or artificial targets is neglected as 

raw imagery data is taken in advantage for the photogrammetric solution improvement. This 

approach comprises a two-step bundle adjustment model and data processing schema. Within 

this aim a priori data has been successfully employed. Although CAD-based information has 

been employed in this research, image processing approaches based on reference image 

definition and pattern-based matching could be employed instead. However, this is not a 

functionality of industrial offline photogrammetric approaches (optical CMM) or at least it is not 

automatic (manually guided). Moreover, bundle block adjustment considering this natural point 

is not provided which limits the possibility to avoid artificial targets. The economic advantage 

avoiding the use of a wide range of adapters and reduction of time consumption required to the 

preparation of the scenery set-up is substantial, enabling novel measuring approaches and more 

efficient manufacturing control processes. Moreover, target rejection from measurand surface 

disappears as target employment is avoided. Exploitation of this research will follow fixed and 

self-calibrated multi-camera systems which will permit to develop flexible monitoring systems 

for in-situ structure inspection and perform quality control. 
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Case study2. Contour point-based photogrammetric approaches enable to measure the spatial 

pose of geometric elements eliminating the need for artificial targets and demanding processing 

steps such as point triangulation and correspondence. Correspondence problem, as well as 

occurring occlusions and triangulation limitations, are discarded as the geometric element is not 

fitted by means of distributed points located on each surface. Traditional photogrammetry has 

to deal with these issues, but restrictions do appear in some applications. Especially, round 

objects that have to be located/tracked in large working volume, which supposes huge 

perspective differences, can benefit from feature-based flexible models. Possibly, the best 

compromise would be to use hybrid models taking advantage of the output target-based and 

markerless approaches. For example, camera calibration and network tasks could be solved by 

means of few artificial points whereas feature-based models could deal with tracking 

requirements. One of the main drawbacks instead, is the limitation in terms of measurable 

degrees of freedom for each geometric element. In most of the case the rotation of the element 

around its geometric axis is not quantifiable because of lack of sensitivity of this modelling 

regarding this parameter. However, a combination of geometric elements can overcome this 

problem. Nowadays industrial software and hardware packages do not offer such kind of model 

as an alternative to point-based photogrammetric models. Some of them make possible to 

figure out the photogrammetric problem based on triangulation of straight lines, but the basics 

and fundamentals are the same as point-based triangulation. Hence, photogrammetric software 

tools with hybrid modelling will enhance the scope and range of applicability. From the point of 

view of hardware, the employment of filters and imaging sensor sensitivity for certain spectrum 

bandpass could facilitate further image processing demands. Although this study has been 

applied on a single geometric element, the approach can be adapted to multiple features by 

means of image segmentation techniques. Moreover, such kind of approaches can be suitable 

for large part characterization with several cameras that measure a segment of the element of 

interest. 

 

Case study3. Dense reconstruction based on SFM photogrammetry of textured parts is a 

promising field even for industrial applications instead of applying it only to heritage or 

topographic mapping tasks. It has the capability to achieve fit to purpose dense point clouds 

with suitable measuring procedures which are required for quality control purposes. Therefore, 

it could substitute LIDAR or 3D scanners for such applications. Furthermore, it could replace or 

be complementary to existing 3D scanning technologies, which comprise demanding scenario 

set-up and non-cost-effective technology combination to succeed in large part scanning tasks. 

The objective is to reduce initial investment costs using cheap cameras and to decrease 

inspection service costs simplifying complex measuring procedures. Another advantage arises 

from achievable point density and color information which opens the range of output point 

cloud employment not only for inspection tasks but for 3D digital visualization and as-built 

augmented reality solutions.  

Regarding disadvantages or possible improvements, the dense image matching process is 

computationally and time intensive and it can take several minutes to hours to generate the 

dense 3D point cloud to highest resolution. Hence, the development of high-efficiency 

algorithms and data computation strategies are necessary to speed up result extraction of 

output results. For sure this limitation will decrease in the coming years with the 
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development of computer processing capabilities. Another aspect to be enhanced is the 

continuity and homogeneity of the obtained dense point cloud. As data processing is an 

offline approach and is time-consuming, the suitability of achieved surface cannot be 

checked during measurements, which diminish the reliability of this technique in terms of 

data quality. Considering accuracy issues, more robust and accurate image processing 

algorithms for feature detection and matching are required which will permit to get more 

accurate point clouds and consequently the use of this photogrammetric approach for more 

demanding industrial scenarios. Even, going further with machined parts and surfaces could 

be a future target although is not compatible with textured surface information. Future 

exploitation depends on the acquired data real-time employment based on smarter and 

high-efficiency data handling algorithms. Videogrammetry methods could take advantage 

of this method and speed enhancement could enable the development of in-process 

solutions for example for casting part quality control. 

 

Finally, during the execution of this thesis other missing photogrammetric aspects have been 

also detected and studied but they are out of the scope of this research. For example, simulation 

tools to design which the suitable measuring or calibration procedure is or even the study of 

vision technologies fusion aiming progress in existing approaches. Thermal 3D mapping is an 

example of dense matching with assigned temperature maps and technology. Moreover, 

constrained modelling is a promising field that could improve current industrial solution 

capabilities related to extrinsic calibration matters. Algorithms can be enhanced by parameter 

restriction or a priori data employment increasing their robustness and accuracy. This all leads 

to new edge-cutting solutions that will be implemented in the coming future driving more 

flexible, robust and precise photogrammetric solutions. 
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8 ANNEX  
 

In this chapter cross-references and citations of published articles are presented as well as 

their full content.  

 

ARTICLE Nº1 (CASE STUDY1) 

• Kortaberria, Gorka & Olarra, Aitor & Tellaeche, Alberto & Minguez, Rikardo. (2017). 

Close Range Photogrammetry for Direct Multiple Feature Positioning Measurement 

without Targets. Journal of Sensors. 2017. 1-10. 10.1155/2017/1605943. 

→https://www.hindawi.com/journals/js/2017/1605943/cta/ 

 

 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/js/2017/1605943/cta/
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ARTICLE Nº2 (CASE STUDY2) 

• Kortaberria, Gorka & Gomez-Acedo, Eneko & Molina, Jorge & Tellaeche, Alberto & 

Minguez, Rikardo. (2019). Theoretical accuracy assessment of model-based 

photogrammetric approach for pose estimation of cylindrical elements. Measurement 

Science and Technology. 10.1088/1361-6501/ab0b7d. 

→https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6501/ab0b7d/pdf 

 

 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6501/ab0b7d/pdf
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ARTICLE Nº3 (CASE STUDY3) 

• Kortaberria, Gorka & Mutilba, Unai & Goez-Acedo, Eneko & Tellaeche, Alberto & 

Minguez, Rikardo. (2018). Accuracy Evaluation of Dense Matching Techniques for 

Casting Part Dimensional Verification. Sensors. 18. 3074. 10.3390/s18093074. 

→https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/18/9/3074 
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Further interesting information regarding to photogrammetric fundamentals and industrial 

solution providers is presented as follows, as well as reference associations and peer-reviewed 

journals: 

• GOM optical systems→ https://www.gom.com/3d-software/gom-system-

software/tritop-professional.html

• Photogrammetric basis (VSTARS)→ https://www.geodetic.com/basics-of-

photogrammetry/

• PHOTOMETRIX 3D scanning solutions→ https://iwitnessphoto.com/

• HEXAGON solution→ https://www.hexagonmi.com/products/photogrammetry/dpa-

industrial

• Industrial photogrammetric software comparison →

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_photogrammetry_software

• Interesting hardware and software information→

http://www.photogrammetry.com/index.htm

• Camera calibration toolbox→ http://metrovisionlab.unizar.es/

• International photogrammetric associations→

o https://www.isprs.org/

o https://www.asprs.org/

o https://www.rspsoc.org.uk/

• Photogrammetry related journals→

o https://www.journals.elsevier.com/isprs-journal-of-photogrammetry-and-

remote-sensing

o https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/14779730

o https://www.asprs.org/asprs-publications/pers

o https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/jsprs

o https://www.schweizerbart.de/journals/pfg

https://www.gom.com/3d-software/gom-system-software/tritop-professional.html
https://www.gom.com/3d-software/gom-system-software/tritop-professional.html
https://www.geodetic.com/basics-of-photogrammetry/
https://www.geodetic.com/basics-of-photogrammetry/
https://iwitnessphoto.com/
https://www.hexagonmi.com/products/photogrammetry/dpa-industrial
https://www.hexagonmi.com/products/photogrammetry/dpa-industrial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_photogrammetry_software
http://www.photogrammetry.com/index.htm
http://metrovisionlab.unizar.es/
https://www.isprs.org/
https://www.asprs.org/
https://www.rspsoc.org.uk/
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/isprs-journal-of-photogrammetry-and-remote-sensing
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/isprs-journal-of-photogrammetry-and-remote-sensing
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/14779730
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